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Remembering Sept. 11
Campus honors terrorist victims throughout day

•TheWilson Hall bells will chime at 8:45.
W)3and 10:10 a.m. to mark the times the

In memory of the Sept. 11,
2001, terrorist attacks, the
Student
Government
Association and other campus
and community groups are
working to honor the victims.
There will be an 8:15 a.m.
prayer service today in Taylor
Hall, room 405, hosted by JMU
lnterfaith Campus Ministries.
Throughout the day, the
SGA will be collecting
donations in exchange for
patriotic ribbons on the
commons. All proceeds will
go to the Harrisonburg
Rescue Squad, according to
Mandy Woodfield, chair of
the Sept. 11 Events Ad-Hoc
Committee. She said they
hope to raise $1,000.
At 12:15 p.m., there will

College stress
leads some
to depression
BY ERIN PETTIT

contributing writer
A number of stressors
make college students susceptible to depression. Greater
academic demands, independence, changes in family
relations, financial responsibilities, changes in social life
and new experiences all can
contribute to depression,
according to the National
Institute of Mental Health.
Though not every college student will experience depression,
about 10 percent of Americans
suffer with it, according to
Andree Gitchell, Rockingham
Memorial Hospital director of
behavioral health. Thirty percent
of freshmen suffer from depression, and 80 percent of people
diagnosed get better, she added.
Some common signs of
depression are persistent sad,
anxious or empty moods, feelings of hopelessness, pessimism, guilt, loss of interest in
things once enjoyed — including sex, fatigue and difficulty
in concentrating.
Persistent physical symptoms that don't respond to
treatment, such as headaches,
digestive disorders and chronic pain are also common signs
of depression, according to a
depression guide issued by
the National Institute of
Mental Health offered at the
Vamer House, an on-campus
counseling center
The Vamer House offers free
services from trained professionals to help students deal
with issues such as depression.
Pamphlets on mental illness and
other disorders are available to
students in the waiting area.
These pamphlets give information about depression and offer
causes for it.
Some ways to combat
depression include setting realistic goals, breaking large tasks
into small ones, setting priorities, rinding someone to confide
in and staying active.
They also suggest community mental agencies, hospital psychiatric outpatient departments
or clinics, counseling center and
the local Mental Health
Association as resources.
Multiple stresses — academic, financial, social and relational
— make students more vulnerable to mood changes, said Diana
Oddenino, psychiatric nurse
practitioner at the University
Health Center. They have the
potential to turn into anxiety
and depression, which tend to
overlap, she said.

be moments of silence at
both the front entrance of
Wilson Hall and the Leeolou
Alumni Center.
At 12-16 p.m., the ROTC
color guards will perform a
flag ceremony at both locations, followed by the playing
of 'Taps," by two members of
the Marching Royal Dukes.
Following the song, there
will be another moment of
silence followed by the
Wilson Hall bells playing
"America the Beautiful,"
according to Woodfield.
There then will be a presentation at the alumni center
by both SGA President Levar
Stoney and JMU President
Linwood Rose, where they
will unveil the Sept. 11 ^

memorial plaque.
The memorial is
honor of the victims and
three )MU alumni
who died in the
attacks,
whose
names are engraved
on the plaque. The
alumni
were
Bruce
Simmons ('83), Craig Blass
('96) and Matthew Homing
('97). Brian Thompson, a
parent of a JMU student who
also was killed, also is
included on the plaque.
At 8 JO p.m., there will be a
candlelight vigil on the commons with readers and speakers, and more than 800 candles
will be lighted and placed on
the stone wall.
— cnnpilrd b\ lUgrepom

planes went down.
• Patriotic ribbons will be available on the
commons between 10 a.m. and 3 pm. Proceeds
will go to the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad.
There wiH be a moment of silence on the
id and at the College Center at 1215 p.m.
1-d.the September 11 Memorial will
Heated at the College Center.
Candlelit Vigil will be held on the
at 8:30 pm

MARC (HHK(nv«i nftnr
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JMU police now enforce some off-campus areas
BY AMIR POONSAKVARASAN

staff writer
The Rockingham County Circuit
Court recently finalized the
approval to give the JMU Police
Department additional power to
impose city laws within designated
areas
off
campus
in the
Harrisonburg community.
The revised system, which has
been in place for about two weeks,
allots the 21 JMU police officers who
make up the department the pow«»
to arrest and enforce the law without
a Harrisonburg police officer being
present at the scene.
By removing the need for addi-

tional jurisdiction by the HPD,
response times will be improved
greatly for off-campus calls, according to Lee Shifflert, chief of the JMU
Police Department.
"The new plan allows us to
take care of an incident right
away, which, in turn, provides
both- students and community
• members with an increased margin of safety," Shifflert said.
However, the jurisdiction will
benefit
off-campus
students
beyond decreased response times,
Shifflett said.
"During holiday and summer
breaks, for instance, JMU officers
provide supplemental patrols of

student housing complexes to safeguard property against theft,"
Shifflert said. He went on to add
that these targeted patrols have
proven very eftective in reducing
the number of thefts in the past.
Furthermore. JMU police, as well
as the HPD, are using their concurrent powers to prevent future arrests.
According to Capt. Dan Claytor of
the HPD, both police departments go
door-to-ddor to various off-campus
student residences prior to the weekend. They" distribute fliers that inform
residences of local and city laws in
terms of alcohol and noise, issues
consistent with large parties.
"If s a preventive measure, which

allows us to inform students on how
to have safe parties and minimize
potential arrests," Shifflett said.
Students who arc arrested,
whether on or off campus, are
taken to the Rockingham County
holding center.
Under the new plan, JMU police
will direct its efforts primarily to offcampus residences and properties
that are owned, leased and rented by
the university.
The boundaries are confined to
areas of housing that are populated
densely by JMU students, which
would include, for example, the
see POLICE, page 5

see HEALTH, page 5

Virginia college students face tuition increases this year
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BY SARAH
SHAHMORIDIAN

contributing writer
Freshman Reena Patel said
she knew state budget cuts
last year meant a fatter tuition
payment check sent to JMU
this year from her parents'
bank account.
"Because of (budget cuts], I
knew rates would go up for
everything," she said.
Other Virginia college students joined her in paying higher tuition rates, yet some students said they were not aware
these rates would vary among
Virginia colleges.
"1 thought there was a standard tuition raise, like SIMM,
fur each college since we're all
state schools," Virginia Tech

freshman Legare Hinds;!, said. '
"I never really thought my
school would boost up the price
at a higher percentage than
JMU," she said.
Tuition and total mandatory
fees at Tech increased by 17.5
percent, or $759, according to
the State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia 2003-04
Tuition and Fees Report.
Tuition and total mandatory
fees at JMU increased by 13.5
percent this year, or $600,
according to the report.
According to Dan Hix,
SCHEV senior associate for
finance, all of Virginia's public
universities but Norfolk State
University increased tuition
and/or fees midyear.
"Tuition has increased
sharply to help offset ajgnificant

state-budget cute ... and different colleges dealt with the cut
with different percentage
increases," he said.
"These increases are lower
than the average increases at
the other Virginia four-year
institutions of 14 8 percent and
$664.00," Hix said.
Eton said this is "fairly
favorable for the JMU student
"Our 2003- '04 rates are next
to lowest for the JMU in-state
student," he said.
Tuition increases percentage-wise remained lower at
JMU than at George Mason
University, Old Dominion
University
and
Mary
Washington College.
Virginia Tech, the University
of Virginia, the College of
William & Mary, Virginia

Commonwealth University and
Radford University had tuition
increases higher than JMU percentage-wise.
Jason Jennings, Radford
University budget analyst, referenced the SCHEV Web site fi >r
the Radford tuition increase,
which was about 2 percent
higher than JMU.
UVa. had the second highest
tuition percentage increases in
the state, according to the
report. Budget officers were not
available for comment.
UVa. tuition and mandatory
fees increased by 19.8 percent,
or $984, according to the report.
UVa. sophomore Leigh
Echelbcrger said she was aware
of the budget cuts, but did not
see TUITION, page 5
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Thursday, Sept. 11

Sunday Sept 14

The Flying Hcllfish. the men's ultimate Frisbee club team,
will hold practice tor all interested rookies on Godwin Field
at 6 p.m. For more information e-mail Matt Eddy at tddymg

The |MU men's soccer team will play Howard University
at Reservoir Street Field at 2 p.m.

A JMU student reported a suspi-

UREC will host a bouldering competition from 7 to 10 p.m.
For more information contact Brooke Thompson at »8-8734.

suspect was described as a male

•]^iia:iKi
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POLICE LOG
BY LAUREN MCKAY

police log reporter

File sharing repercussion
SGA members elected
Community center benefits
(rom concert

Catholic Campus Ministry wil be having • prayer service for the
second .»nm*.-»*~iry ol Sept. 11, 2001, in Taylor 405 at 7:45 a.m.

OPINION
House editorial
Dans A pats
Campus spotlight

Library Sept. 8 at 1 p.m. The
about 40 years old. between 5feet-11 -inches and 6 feet tall,
gray "dirty" hair and was
described as wearing a whit*

House cartoon
Pigs and pearls

cious person outside Carrier

Friday, Sept 12

lank lop and green shorts.

The last day to withdraw from the university with cancellation of tuition charges and refund is today.

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

LEISURE

The JMU field hockey team will play Kent State University it
Zanfl ^nowker Field at Bridgeforth Stadium at 7 p.m.

Crossword

Non-Consent to
Photograph

Horoscopes

An unidentified suspect

Taylor Down Under will feature solo acoustic artist Jimmy
Atto at ll:30 p.m. For more information contact Shari Scoheld
.it x.S-2806

FOCUS

Greek life

photographed a non-consenting
person who was in a state ol
undress in Eagle Hall Sept. 6

STYLE

at 7:30 p.m.

Takeout review
Video game review

Possession of Marijuana

"The Order" movie review

David J. Aquilina. 21, of

Just go out

Charlottesville was arrested and

All things literary

charged with possession of
marijuana and reckless driving on

SPORTS
David Spiller. running
at the next level

13

Rebecca Moore completes
Ironman Wisconsin

13

Steinleld out lor season

13

Submitting events to the
I Contact Stephen at afu»l/sd©/»iu.o/ii two days prior to the issiic date you would like your
DUKF. DAYS Events Calendar
event to be published. Please try to limit the event description to no more than 50 words.

senior ptiaographer

FUN FACT

Today

A "jiffy"
is an actual
unit of time
for 1/100

of a second.
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Petty Larceny
Lawrence T. McGovern, 19. of
Virginia Beach was arrested and
charged with the larceny of a
traffic sign Sept. 6 at 2:30 a.m.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 11

MARKET WATCH
DOW JONES

larceny of a case containing about

between Sept 6 at 11 40 p.m. and
Sept. 7 at midnight.

High 79 Low 53

Monday
Isolated T-storms
77/54

A JMU student reported the
150 compact discs from the

Sunny

Saturday
Partly Cloudy
7*59

of the Day

Anthony Seeger Radio Station am*

the JMU Faculty
Recital on Tuesday
night In the WHson
Had Auditorium.

WEATHER

Sunday
Party Cloudy
84/61

Drive Sept. 7 at 12:01 a.m.
Grand Larceny

dims 1. \H.J.V

JMU School o<
Music faculty
member WancN
Huang performs
the vio*i during

Friday
Partly Cloudy
75(57

Port Republic Road and Bradley

Section priori* numbers
Stytt .9-3151
Hr*% >M«99
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OpaHorvf ecu* «8-3B46
Sports: .8-6709
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$1 off
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Coordinator
Donna Dunn
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The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
Ufwersrty. serves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus end local
Community 7t*ie
Bneze strives to be
impartial and fair In Its
reporting and firmly
beseves m its First
Amendment rights
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CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 6
am and 5 p.m.
■ Cost $3.00 tor the first 10 words, $2 |
for each additional 10 words; boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
■ Oeadfcnes: noon Friday lor Monday
Issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
m The Breeze office.

Valley's

E*ON

any purchase of
$5 or more

and Dunkm Donuts
(except lottery) with coupon
11H In if; Our Community:
Locations in Harrisonburg:
W
1911 S. High SI. (near Wal-Mart)
1001 E. Market St. (Dunkin Donuts location)*FLEX accepted*
1168 Virginia Ave (Across from EMU)

ICE CREAM

Flavor of the
Week:

Not Valid With Any Other Offer No Copies Accepted. Expires 9/30/03

SKYDIVE!

JxQ

^°h'fj,

I

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and

ME Wo**

Into HMfii

your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

FLEX NOW ACCEPTED!

Freefall almost a minute

JMU discounts

from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper

1 (877) DIVE SKY1

aircraft on your first akydivel

348-3759

(540) 943-6587

n www.skydiveorange.com

Complete information is on

Grace Covenant

433-3917

, Buy a BBQ Sandwich,'
i
Tries and Drink
1
for $3.99.
ttfJHt<H_

foaaoa act valid with Fla

Need some

Extra Cash?
A

JAMES OCHONE
antique
anciq

ractical Bible teac
On-campus ministry
Five minutes from campi
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m
lion about our college ministry,
contact Merle Shank, 433-9244.

www.gcch.org

jewelry
jewelry

'I

r

kJL

Buying GOLD JEWELRY
(high school rings, ect.) ' MLST be 18 w/ two ID's
7J South Court Square llarrijonburg, VA 22801 (540)433-183*

THURSDAY, SEPT.

Results are in

Country singer Vasser
tickets on sale now
JML' alumnus and country
music star Hiil Vassar will be performing Homecoming weekend
Saturday, Oct 11.
Tickets went on sale yesterday (or $25 for the public,
$23 for JMU alumni and $20
for JMU students and
employees with JAC cards,
according to www.jmu.edu/
jmuweb/general/news.
Tickets can be purchased
from the Warren Hall Box
Office and Plan 9 Music.
Vasser won the 2002
Academy of Country's Music
Top New Male Artist with
hits like "]ust Another Day
in Paradise," "Carlene,"
"Rose Bouquet" and "SixPack Summer "

BV/JI ■ teasel
'Non-party' to raise
money for FRIENDS
ROANOKE — FRIENDS
of the Blue Ridge Parkway
are hosting a "non-party"
gala to celebrate the parkway's fall season.
People are asked to purchase at least one ticket for
$25 for a party that they
"don't want anyone to come,
but 100 percent of the ticket
sales go to benefit Blue Ridge
Parkway projects," according to a press release.
However, there still will be
door prizes. Winners will be
notified after Nov. 7 if they won.
Those interested in contributing to this call should visit
the web at uni'W.BIueRidgc
Friendf.org or call HOO-228-7275.

Congress expects to pass
Bush's funding request
Knight Ridder Newspapers
— Hit by sticker shock, lawmakers in Congress said
Monday that eventually
they will approve President
George W. Bush's request
for $87 billion more for Iraq
and the war on terror, but
they want to know more
about how the money will
be spent and efforts to share
the financial burden.
"Well have to work on it as
quickly as possible I think it's a
bill that we have to pay," said
Sen. Ted Stevens, K Alaska.
chairman of the Senate
Appropriations
Committee.
Rep Bill Young, R-Fla., who
chairs the House Appropriations
Committee, cited the need to
protect "troops in harm's way"
and pledged to "aggressively
expedite" the budget request.
Even Sen. Tom Daschle, D
S.D., the Senate minority
leader, sounded a conciliatory
note and said he would work
with the administration. "The
stakes for our troops and our
national security are too great
for us to fail," Daschle said.

NASA to prepare for
first test flight in '04
The Orlando Sentinel
The next flight ot a spa, .'shuttle — when it happens — will
be a test run to try out safety
modifications that will be
added to the fleet in the coming months, NASA oil Is
said Monday.
The mission, as scheduled
before the Feb. 1 Columbia
accident, was supposed to be
another step in the construction of the international space
station. But while shuttle
Atlantis, with astronaut Eikvn
Collins at the helm, still will
dock with the orbiting laboratory, managers are leaning
against the idea of using the
mission to lake a new crew to
the station, shuttle-program
manager Bill Parsons said at a
press briefing in Houston.
William Readdy, NASA's lop
space flight official, said the
agency is working on mipU'
meriting the recommendations
iaaued last month by the
Columbia Accident InvesBgatmn
Board, plus additional changes of
its own devising.

"In all fairness, I feel that the music industry
should figure out a way to capitalize on the
Internet's file-to-file sharing."

NEWS

SGA Freshmen Class Council and
off-campus senators were elected
Thursday.
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JON NICELY

senior

jgal file-sharing repercussions addi
BY MELISSA MATTINGLY

contributing writer
Addressing the repercussions of peer-topeer file sharing, a Sept. 4 e-mail from
Information Technology said the university is
prepared to deal with those who use electronic
resources inappropriately.
The combination of JMU's limited amount
of bandwidth and thousands of students
downloading media at the same time can
cause everyone's connection to slow or even
shut down, according to Dale Hulvey, assistant
vice president for Information Technology.
"Las* year was when we experienced the
worst," Hulvey said. "Internet file sharing virtually brought [the network| to a halt."
To correct the problem, a company
named Packeteer supplied JMU with a product — PacketShaper — which helps control
file-sharing traffic. Currently, network traffic
related to file sharing is only about 5 percent
as a result of this product.
Students are not to make, use, store or transmit illegal copies of copyrighted software
through university systems or networks, which
includes the Local Area Network most off-campus students are connected to as well, according
to the JMU Manual of Policies and Procedures
Policy 1207, section 6.1. In addition to not producing any illegal copies, students are expected
to protect material they have authorization to
use from being copied illegally.
If the university has reason for an investigation, then they have reserved the rights to
"access, examine, intercept, monitor and copy
the files, network transmissions and/or actual
terminal session of any user," as stated in
Policy' 1207, section 8.1 of the JMU Manual of
Policies and Procedures.
If violations are found, a number of actions
may be taken, including notification, warning,
loss of computer and /or network privileges or
monetary restitution for damages.
'
In addition to violations of copyright,
computer misuse also includes depriving
other users of their access to computer
resources or the network, according to
the Judicial Affairs Student Handbook
J5-103 and J5-105. When songs, files and
other copyright materials are downloaded through programs such as
Limewire, KaZaA, Morpheus, Bearshare
or WinMX, these programs use as much
bandwidth as possible.
Aside from slowing down the network,
there are personal risks to students downloading media, according to the JMU IT Web site,
www.jmu.edu/coniputmg.
"Spyware" is a potential risk people can
encounter when using file-sharing programs.
Spyware can transmit information about a person's computer and and their activities without
their knowledge, according to the IT Web site.
A free program called Ad-aware, which
can be downloaded from the IT Web site,
can remove Spyware.
Most of the files being swapped are in vio-

"Despite the fact that thousands
of students and oth
songs, it is a vi
of copyrig ^^^^
lawifyoJP^eW^^****^^^
an unauthonm^

Ra copy of on artist's music.

lot all songs available from popular programs like
lewire and Kazaa are illegal copies, most are illegal copies."
- JMU IT Affairs Committee Web site
Pholo illmtnuion by KKISTi Wi'i A.WWphtHo edii.tr
lation of copyright laws. The
Recording industry Association of
American currently is involved in a
number of lawsuits attempting to
prosecute music pirates across the
country, according to awif.rifli7.com.
"If yog download song*, movies,
programs, etc. and then attempt to
make a profit off of them, then you're
asking for trouble. But, if you're downloading them for yourself, then I think
if s fine," senior Jon Nicely said. "In all
fairness, I feel that the music industry
should figure out a way to capitalize on
the Internet's file-to-file sharing.
Fv*n music or movies downloaded for personal use are still
illegal. "It is clearly illegal to
download copyrighted music or
movies and then sell a burned
compact disk or DVD with that
content," according to the IT Web
site. "You can be referred to the
JMU Judicial Board because that is
beyond personal use."
Michael Way, director of the Office
of Judicial Affairs, said, "The procedure at this point is that if JMU is con-

SGA members elected
Members of the Student
Government
Association
Freshman Class Council and offcampus senators were elected
Tuesday after students voted online between 7 a m. and 7 pm.
The freshman dass council
will represent its class "through
academic programs, social gatherings and community service
project," according to the SGA
Web site, http://sgfl.jmu*dujoffick&jlocs.
Ryan Powell was elected
Freshman Class Council president. Kelli Wilson was elected vice president, Alexandra
McNair was elected secretary
and Jackie Heppes was elected treasurer.
Off-campus senators also
were elected from the respective seh(x»ls. The amount of senators representing each school

Tm

Pare downloading

is dt-termined by the amount of
off-campus students- within
each college, according to Clark
Nesselrodt, director of SGA
communications.
Each senator "represents their
ainstjtuency by attending senate
meeting*, taking part of legislation at the meetings, sitting on at
least on committee run by the
SGA and doing anything possible to make sure their constituent
voices are heard," he said.
Elections for on-campus residence hall senators will take
place Monday, Sept., 15, in the
individual halls.
For a complete list of elected class council members and
off-campus senators, go to
h ttp://sga.jmu. edu/pre$$_rel/sep
2003/minor _resutts.html.
— complied from staff reports

tacted by an agency, the student will
be asked to remove the software. If
the student is reported a second time,
then judicial action will follow."
Currently no JMU students have
been reported, according to Way.
Some students say recording companies may not be enough to stop
them from using file-sharing programs. "The threat (of legal prosecution| doesn't bother me at all," Nicely
said. He said he was not worried
because he doesn't download an
obscene amount of wings or movies
and because he doesn't try to make
any mom-y off hit* downloads
Senior Tim Gelvas said he felt that
"[the regulations are] really not effective, and the problem is too big to
attack from that angle "
Senior Michael Busenburg said, "1
do download things a kH, but I think
regulation is necessary. It made me scale
down the amount I download, but it
won't make me stop altogether because
I know ifs impossible for the them (the
RIAA) to go after all the small people."
There are several alternatives to

downloading music illegally, according
to the IT Affairs Committee Web site,
httpj/sga.pnu.edu/[T afliars/indexJttm.
A best alternative, as identified
by the committee, to downloading
music illegally is to use digital
media providers. Programs such as
Pressp/fly charge a monthly fee that
vanes depending on the service,
which offers unlimited streaming, but
most of the music cannot be burned
onto a CD. For this privilege, a subscriber would have to pay extra to be
able to bum 10 songs a month.
Netflix is an online service that
allows subscribers to n-nt as many
movies as they like for a monthly fee.
The only stipulation required of
members is limited to having no more
than three DVDs out at one time,
according to the IT Web site
More information on the programs mentioned can be found at
sga.jmu.edu/rTaffairs/featuresf> 1 .htm;
and more information concerning
JMU's Hle-sharing policies can be
found at wwu\jmu.eduf\MU policv/1207.shtml

Local community center to
benefit from Tall Fest' concert
BY ROBIN CORP AND
STEPHEN ATWELL

contributing writer and
assistant news editor
Our Community Place will
host the First Annual Fall Fest
from noon to midnight
Saturday. The 12-hour music
festival will take place on the
lawn of OCP with bands performing on a flatbed.
OCP Is located directly
across from The Little Grill on
the comer of East Johnson and
North Main streets.
The music festival will feature 10 bands, poetry readings
and a kids' comer, according to
co-organizer Mike Klein.
Klein said he and cofounder Greg Ward have been
planning Fall Fest since the

middle of May.
"If everything turns out,
500 to 600 (people) will come,"
Klein said. "I would like to
even have a few more."
The music will range from
the punk rock of Book of Kills
to the jazzy sounds of the
JMU Jazz Band the fctUlill
also will feature the jam sets
of
Sundried
Opossum,
appearing around 2:30 p.m.
and the Butterhouse Band
around 10 p.m.
Radio station WBOP FM
106.3 will broadcast live from
the OCP lawn, according to
The little Grill worker/
owner and OCP board member Jason Wagner.
Although the festival is free,
OCP wants to raise money for

renovations through donations
and the sak' of raffle tickets.
Some of the local vendors that
donated to the raffle include
Shenandoah Bicycle, Ruby
Tuesday,
Oasis
Gallery,
Applebee's, Silver Gym and
Dave's Tavern.1
At the the festival, a privately
owned $500,000 tour bus will be
on exhibition. Wagner said, the
owner will offer tours of the bus
for $5 a person, with proceeds
going to OCP.
OCP was founded in 1998 by
The little Grill, which opened in
1992 and offered the Free Food for
All Soup Kitchen each Monday
Recently, OCP has taken over
responsibility for the soup
see OCP. page S

Suicide bombings kill at least 13
BY SORAYA SARHADDI
NELSON

Knight Ridder Newspapers

DAVID/ R'RST/ffnijrA/*i.4irr
An Israeli border police officer It evacuated by medlci
after a Palestinian suicide bomb exploded In a
Jerusalem cafe on Tuesday.

Two Palestinian suicide
bombings less than six hours
apart killed at least 13 people
and injured dozens more
Tuesday night in Israel
The attack'- — the first outside the Tel Aviv, Israel, suburb
of Rishon l-etzion and the second at a Jerusalem cafe — made
good on threats from the militant Islamic group Hamas and
other Palestinian extremist
groups to avenge a military
strike Saturday against the organization's
founder. Sheik
Ahmed Yassin. The attack didn't
kill Yassin or other senior leaders

of the group who were meeting
in Gaza City.
Israel vowed to eradicate the
group after its last suicide
bombing, in )erusak*m Aug. 19,
killed 22 people. The escalating
violence virtually has eliminated any remaining prospects for
US.-backed peace efforts and
uixlerscorvd the impmbability
that the newly named
Palestinian prime minister can
convince Israelis to return to the
negotiating tabk'.
There were no immediate
detail of responsibility for
Tuesday's bombings, although
Hamas' military wing, Izzedine
al t>assam. said in a statement
to the Qatari television si.1' »n
al Jazeera that it "welcomed the

two suicide attacks.
It's time for Israel to pay the
price of its daily crimes," the
statement said, adding that
"greater danger is coming than
what is happening right now."
The first ctme at the
height of evening rush hour
outside l/ifrin Army Base in
central Israel, where soldiers
peeked .i bus itrje waiting
for rides home.
Warnings fn>m Israeli security services about terrorists
slipping into Jerusalem QUkfch
followed, and police fanned
Mil BOOM thiiitv. But, the second bomber managed to infiltrate the trendy German
i olort) section of Jerusalem. At
ear BOMB, page 4
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Students may qualify for more loans BOMB: Blast kills
BY MEGAN PATRICK

Daily Evergreen
A landmark proposal from
the Coalition for Better Student
Loans, sent to Congress for
debate in early September, may
ease students' constant grappling for school money.
The coalition, a group of
financial aid administrators, parents, loan providers and organizations representing more than
2,i XXI colleges and universities,
recognized the need to revamp
the Higher Education Act, which
has remained unchanged since
the early '70s, said Tim
McDonough, director of public
affairs for the American Council
on Education.
The Higher Education Act,
which sets the amount of federal non-research money a college or university is allocated
for student financial aid, goes
to Congress every five years
for review, but is no longer
serving the needs of students,
McDonough said.
"It was time for a valve job, a

full on tune-up," he said. "Tht
financing structure of our country has changed in the last 20
years, but the act hasn't."
That valve job turned into
a five-part plan to bolster the
federal student loan program.
In it are recommendations to
increase Stafford l.»*.in limits,
eliminate origination fees,
offer more flexible repayment
options and extend loan forgiveness to borrowers in highdemand, low-paying jobs.
The government established
origination lees in the early '60s
in order to reduce the national
deficit which was larger than
usual at the time.
The proposal has received
some mixed reviews from student advocate groups like the
US. Student Association, which is
cautious of increasing the amount
of money students can borrow.
. Now, freshmen can borrow a
maximum of $2,625, followed
by $3,500 for sophomores and
$5,500 for juniors, seniors or
fifth-year students. A maximum
of $23,000 throughout an under-

graduate career is allowed.
If Congress approves the
coalition's proposal, freshmen
could borrow $4XXX) and sophomores would qualify for $6,000.
After two years, students would
receive "flrxibl*? borrowing
accounts" of up to $20,000. They
wouldn't be allowed to borrow
more than $10,000 a year or
exceed $30,000 as an undergraduate, said Chio Flows, associate
director of student financial aid
at Wisconsin State University.
On average, WSU students
borrow $19,500 for four years,
said Wayne Sparks, director of
student financial aid at WSU.
Mary Cunningham, legislative director for the U.S. Student
Association, said she worries
about students having access to
that amount of money. "If college groups believe that students' interests are best served
by working with the lending
community rather than that
with the associations that represent students, they are mistaken," Cunningham said.
But Sparks said overall, the

Cinnamon Bear
Bakery & Deli
IBttHtenCosfcoandJMl'Arboretum ■ right across from Blue Ridge Hall)

433-2867

FLEX accepted

proposal is fair and balanced.
Fie said the loan increase is
necessary, especially for first- and
second-year students, who many
times need just as much money as
juniors and seniors. Sparks also is
in favor of eliminating origination
fees and improving repayment
methods, but is concerned that
students could get $30XXX).
Community and regional
schools share this concern
because tuition is usually lower,
so giving students access to that
much money can't end well for
them. Sparks said
To deal with these concerns,
the coalition's proposal would
allow colleges that want to keep
the current loan limits in place to
do so. They also can set lower limits for groups, like first-year students, who are at the greatest risk
of dropping out.
Sparks and the student
associations both worry that
if loan limits are increased,
it is likely Congress would
decrease grant funding,
which students don't have
to pay back.

BOMB, from page 3
11:20 p.m., a security guard at
Cafe HUlel tried to slop the
bomber, who rushed in and
blew himself up about six feet
inside the popular coffee shop.
The Wast shattered the
floor-to-ceiling windows and
left a 10-foot-wide puddle of
blood on the tile floor in front of
the cash register. It blew out
windows in many other shops
along the street and set off the
alarms of dozens of nearby
cars. For an hour after the
attack, demolition experts
broke into cars and searched
trash bins along the street for
other bombs.
President George W. Bush
speaking at a campaign fundraiser in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
said, "Our thoughts and
prayers are with the victims
and their families
We condemn these vicious attacks in
the strongest possible terms."
The 6 p.m. blast near
Rishon Letzion scattered
human remains, green army
gear and paper coffee cups

Need Cash?

WORK HERE!
Spanky's Express (Convenience Store/Deli)
Located at 1081 Port Republic Road is NOW HIRING

•Full Coffee Bar
'Homemade Soups

*C.hai Latte
'Gourmet Sandwiches

"check nut our
prepaid MEAL

Mnn Sat 7am - X pm
Sun 10 am 5 pm

outside the gates of Israel's
main military installation,
where soldiers work during
the day and go home at night
"I was supposed to take a
bus from here, but was called
back by my commander. Then
I heard the explosion," said
Nurit Betzer, 20, a corporal
from the town of Beit Shean.
"It's always the same. The
smell of blood. The smell of
burning
Things you are
stepping on, and you don't
know what they are," she said,
her eyes stained with tears
She ran to help the wounded
and later remebered that this
was the fifth time in three
years that she was in the vicinity of such an attack, including
one outside the Dolphinarium
discotheque in Tel Aviv, Israel,
in 2001, which killed 22,
including the bomber.
Not far from where
she spoke, a human leg lay
on the roadway. A man's
face lay underneath an
emergency vehicle like a
discarded mask.

ta a
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POLICE: Increasing responses
POLICE, from pngtl

Ashby Crossing apartments,
according to Claytor.
However, Shifflett said,
the JMU police's primary
response will be to the JMU
campus, and that this new
policy
will
not affect
patrolling on campus.
The old plan, which was a
"mutual aid agreement"
between
JMU
and
Harrisonburg mandated the
city to call on JMU police only
in times of emergency, he said.
Furthermore, requests had to
be made out for every incident regarding the number of
officers needed as well as the
period of time for which they
were needed.
The new plan has been in
the works for the past year.

according to Shifflett. After
going through the proper procedures within the system,
once it received final approval,
the transfer required no additional training to take place for
JMU police officers.
"All
police
officers,
whether state, city, municipal
or even campus police officers
receive the same standard
training," Shifflett said.
The student reaction is
mixed to the new implemented jurisdiction plan.
Those who support the
plan feel that JMU police is
relieving some of the strain off
of the HPD by answering calls
that otherwise would be nonlife threatening. "I think that it
will allow the Harrisonburg
Police Department to deal

HEALTH: Campus
offers help to
depressed students
HFALTH, from page 1

The Health Center works
closely with the Varner
House and is a source for
.students who may need
medication. Though there
may be a biological basis to
depression, medication is
not a cure-all, according to
the National Institute of
Mental Health.
"Lifestyle changes and
therapy are collaborative
treatments, which means
there is the opportunity to
grow and gain insight to
stressors and coping skills,"
Oddenino
said.
"Most
importantly,
students
should realize anything that
alters brain chemistry can
make them more vulnerable
|to things, including substance abuse)," she said.

Freshmen are more vulnerable to separation anxiety and adjustment disorders as they leave home,
according to (Jddenmo
Sometimes students still are
dealing with familial issues,
which makes the transition
even harder.
Cannie Campbell, associate director of health promotion for the Health Center,
said it is important to "know
there is help." She had just
spoken to a freshman who
wanted to leave JMU after the
first week. The student had
no idea about the resources
available to her, but after talking with Campbell she
seemed
more
relieved.
Campbell added, "We do
have places that can help you,
either here or at the counseling center."

with other and more serious
problems and not merely be
babysitters for party-goers,"
sophomore Chris McGough
said. "Now JMU police officers
can deal with problems associated with JMU students."
Junior Kyle Keady, who
supported the new phn, felt
it would relieve stress from
the HPD as well, but also
mentioned that students
need to take responsibility
for their own actions and a
jurisdiction matter shouldn't affect that.
However, many other
students felt the old system
that was in effect should
have not been changed.
"I feel that the JMU Police
Department should stick to
their own ground, basically

enforcing the laws on campus, and the HPD would
stick to theirs by policing the
rest of Harrisonburg," sophomore Erik Kelso said.
Some students brought
up the matter that even
though JMU police are
enforcing laws off campus
within student residences, it
will not have an effect on the
size or frequency of parties.
"The JMU police should
not have the power to arrest
students, because JMU is not
your typical community,"
sophomore Alison Villarivera
said. "JMU is an environment
that is based around the typical college student, who is,
realistically, going to do
things that most citizens
would not do."

OCP: Fall festival to
offer music, activities
OCP .from page 3

kitchen, and The Little Grill
remained closed on Mondays,
according to Wagner.
Worker/owner of The
Little Grill and OCP board
member, Kate Duffy, said,
"(OCP offers) to bring
together the community
and make people in the
Harrisonburg community
more cohesive."
Once construction is com-

plete, it will offer classes for
expectant mothers, Alcoholics
Anonymous meetings and
yoga classes.
The classes will be
based on demand in the
community, Duffy said.
Although completion of
OCP is largely dependent on
funding, board members
hope to have it completed by
Thanksgiving 2004, according to Duffy.

TUITION: Rates
high across state
TUITION, from page 1

know there would be "such a
gap between UVa.'s tuition
increase and JMU's tuition
increase."
Other institutions, such as
ODU, had tuition increases 3
percent lower than JMU.
'The state gave us parametere to follow when deciding
the new tuition rates," ODU
Budget Officer Deb Swiencinski
said. "All universities had to
follow this; as to why our
tuition increase is lower than
JMU, it is because over the past
two years we have been having
$8 million in fund reduction ...
the state is giving us less
money," Swiencinski said.
The formula that all universities used in the face of budget
slashing is the "Appropriations
Act," approved by the General
Assembly last spring, according to Swiencinski. The act limits how much a university can
increase its tuition.
"It ensures that students
aren't overcharged or undercharged," Eton said. "However,
JMU has stayed at a low percentage overall because historically our rate has been low.
"Since JMU started at a relatively low tuition rate, ifs
managed to stay at a reasonably small amount, since the
General Assembly can only
limit the percentage of increases," Eton said.
There are two guidelines
JMU uses in deciding tuition
rales, according to Eton.

Shenandoah**^
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"The Board of Visitors
looks at tuition rates in comparison to other colleges; they
look at how our institution
ranks up in terms of others,"
Eton said. "Then they consider guidelines and Jimits set by
the General Assembly, such
as the tuition increase limit,
the increments allowed to
cover for salary increases and
health insurance."

-66
The state gave us
parameters to follow
when deciding the
new tuition rates.
— Deb Swiencinski
Old Dominion University
budgcl officer

95 —
As of now, Eton said
decreasing tuition to the rates
of colleges who had less of an
increase would hurt the quality
of education at JMU.
"Our focus is on the quality
of the programs we offer, which
takes a certain level of funding,"
he said. "The tuition we charge
naturally has an impact on that.
"It's possible for us to
charge a lower tuition rate and
offer lower quality programs,
but that's certainly not our
focus," Eton said.

Call x8-6127 or e-mail the_breeze@jmu.edu for more info.
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If the JMU police officers have more territory to cover, how will that affect their
overall response time to a call?

see house edHori«l, below

OPINION
HOUSE

... a peace process that has no grounding
in the reality of a land that one people
calls holy and the other calls home.
ADAM SHARP

junior
SM

column, below

EDITORIAL

Expanded authority for JMU police may endanger on-campus students
The JMU Police Department recently
received additional power to impose city
laws within certain designated off-campus areas. While that decision was made
to benefit students, how beneficial it
really will be is questionable.
One of the supposed perks of the new
arrangement is a faster response time, since
the new boundaries would allow JMU
police to arrest and enforce the law without
the presence of Harrisonburg police.
Before, Harrisonburg police had to be
on the scene, along with the JMU police, if
a person was going to be arrested.
According to Lee Shifflett, chief of the
JMU Police Department, the new jurisdiction will benefit off-campus students
beyond decreased response times.
Shifflett said the JMU police also will
provide patrols for off-campus housing
complexes during holidays and breaks
in order to deter theft.
While the idea sounds ideal, there are several questionable concerns with the situation.
The added jurisdiction falls on the 21
JMU police officers who make up the
department, who also must maintain
their current patrol duties.
If the JMU police officers have more territory to cover, how will that affect their
overall response time to a call?
Sure, they can get to the student housing complexes near campus more quickly since they are closer than the
Harrisonburg police are. This comes into
[ilay especially on the weekends with the
arge number of parties.
But, if the JMU police is out patrolling
off-campus areas, wouldn't that affect its
response time on campus as well?
If the emergency blue lights on campus
start flashing, will that person in distress
have to wait a few extra minutes for the
JMU police to make it back on campus?
The JMU police did not add any new

officers once its jurisdiction expanded. This
means the JMU police is covering more
space with the same amount of officers.
If the point of the change was to make
things safer for JMU students, it seems as
though it is the exact opposite.
From the looks of it, the JMU police officers have been enlisted as rent-a-cops by
the Harrisonburg police to do the job for
them. Now the responsibility of patrolling
dense areas of JMU students does not fall
fully on the Harrisonburg police.
It is a load off its back, and now the
Harrisonburg police can concentrate on
more serious issues if they arise, but is it
fair to the JMU police officers to carry
this extra burden?
The consequences of being arrested are
the same as before. Whether it is the
Harrisonburg police making the arrest, or
the JMU police, the perpetrator still will
end up downtown in the Rockingham
County holding center.
No matter who has the jurisdiction or
who responds to the call, students
should be responsible for their actions.
Those who do break the law should be
rightfully apprehended or reprimanded,
whether it is by the JMU police or
Harrisonburg police.
However, the JMU police officers
should stay on their own turf and worry
about the problems on their own
ground. The Harrisonburg police officers get paid to patrol Harrisonburg for
a reason. It is their job.
The JMU police probably feels more
important and powerful with its new
task, but it is only hurting its effectiveness. The students on campus will be the
ones who will feel the effects negatively.
Meanwhile, the Harrisonburg police
has taken the JMU monkey off its back
and probably is laughing the entire way
back downtown.
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Peace in Israel, Palestine
needs new map maker
AdamSharp
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Pat...

Dart...

A 'thanks-for-keeping-JMU-beautifur'
pat to the fellow student who picked up the
hundreds of loose papers outside Wilson
Hall at 2 p.m. Tuesday.
From a senior girl wlio hn<es seeing tier
campus clean and appreciates stiidctits like you
who give the extra effort.

A "thanks-for-raining-on-my-sunny-day"
dart to the shaggy-haired boy who grimaced
at me when I passed
From the brunette who thinks you only
like blondes

Dart...

Pat...

A "wo-should-have-known-we'd-gotscrpwed-when-we-cdnn-back" dart to tht-

A "thanks-for-showing-JMU's-still-better" pat to me Duke Dog for bearing up the
Hokie Bird at the Tech game Saturday.
From a spectator whose cheering is no
longer in vain.

City of Harrisonburg lor sending threatening letters demanding removal of "indoor"
furniture from the porch.

From many angry Mason Street dwellers
who wonder why it's a problem now after
/ai> years of peace.

Pat...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-keeping-me-up-all-nightso-I-could-finish-my-homework" pat to the
little mutt who barked all night long in the
apartment next to me.

From a senior girl who feels sorry tluit your
owners don't give you more attention.
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A "what-the-hell-were-you-thinking"
dart lo the drunk driver on South Main
Street Saturday night. Not only did you
nearly hit me while going over 80 mph,
you also were riding on the rims alone
From the man win thinks it slumldn't take M
cop cars to convince you not to drink and drive.
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With the resignation of
Palestinian Authority Prime
Minister Mahmoud Abbas
Saturday, the "road map" for
fiace between Israel and
alestine is tattered and torn.
What President George W. Bush
and the American people
should learn, however, is that
the lack of support Abbas
received from the Palestinians
does not demonstrate a rejectkm
of peace, but a rejection of a
peace process that has no
grounding in the reality of a
land that one people calls holy
and the other calls home.
The resignation of Abbas
caught the White House by surprise, but it shouldn't have.
Anyone with half a grain of
common sense and the smallest
bit of cross-cultural understanding can comprehend the
fact that no politician supported
by foreign powers will survive
long — especially when the
people of that country hate the
foreign powers.
The Palestinian people sawAbbas receiving support from a
country they hate — Israel. They
sM the photos of Bush and
Abbas standing together, smiling
and shaking hands Worse, the
Palestinians saw Abbas as being
forced upon them because their
leader, Palestinian Authority
President Yasser Arafat, was
unacceptable to pro-Israeli Bush.
That Bush supports the
Israeli cause is discernible to a
blind man, but why Bush supports Israel so dogmatically also
is not hard to understand.
First, Israel invented the doctrine of preemptive strikes In
1967, Israel saw the Egyptian
army massing for a possible
attack and struck first, almost
completely destroying the
Egyptian Air Force while it sat
on the runwavs. Israel captured
the Gaza Strip, the West Bank
and the entire Sinai Peninsula.
In <rther words, Israel showed
Bush that being the aggressor
nation works so well that no one
will do anything about it.
Second. Israel also pioneered
Hie practice of attacking Iraq out
of fear surrounding weapons of
mass destruction. In 1981, Israeli

bombers destroyed an Iraqi
nuclear facility that was suspected ot providing the means tor
Iraq to build nuclear weapons.
Third, Israel does not negotiate with people or groups that
launch suicide attacks. Israel
does not even talk lough with
these groups. Ariel Sharon has
never said that Palestinian termrists should "bring it on."
Instead. Israel prefers rocket strikes targeting individuals
in residential neighborhoods.
These strikes are precise, due
to Israel's excellent intelligence
services, but firing multiple
missiles at a house can never
be perlectly accurate.
Firing a missile at or dropping a bomb on a townhouse
on Devon lane would not just
kill the people in that townhouse — it also would damage
or destroy neighboring houses
and most likely kill or injure
the target's neighbors. Israel,
therefore, seems to believe in
guilt by proximity.
lust this past Saturday, The
Washington Post reported that
hours after Abbas submitted his
resignation, an Israeli bomber
dropped a 550-pound bomb
onto the home of an Islamic
scholar in the hope of killing
Sheik Ahmed Yassin, a foundei
of Hamas. Yassin was injured,
but so wore 1(1 other civilians.
Israel drtends its attacks as
defensive in nature, just as the
U.S. invasion of Iraq was undertaken in the name of national
defense. A defensive invasion is
an oxymoron, however, just as a
ditiiww attack is.
Israel's jails are full of suspected terrorists who have been
convicted in Israeli courts of
plotting to harm Israel's citizens To release these men
would be contrary to Israeli
interests, for all are committed
to the independence of the
Palestinians and some to the
end of the Israeli state1. These
prisoners wen the forerunners
of the enemy combatants"
being held at (_ .uantanamo Bay.
As the United States bombed
its way into Atejunist.m and Iraq,
the administration dimmstrated
let PEACE, page 7
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PEACE: U.S. must be balanced, impartial when designing road map
PEACE, from pa$r 6

lh.it it has paid close attention to
how Israel has handled
Palestinian freedom lighters
and suicide attacks — with violent retaliation The administration also follows the Israeli line
on diplomatic relations with former terrorist leaders, however.
Thi'rv is no question that
Arafat, who is a longtime leader
of the Palestinian Liberation
Organization, inspired, or con-

spired in, terrorist attacks
against Israel in the past. The
problem Is that he is the representative of the Palestinian people. No matter how detestable
his former activities, he stands
as the embodiment of the will
of the Palestinians, fust as Bush
stands as the embodiment of
the American will.
But Israel refuses to deal with
Arafat. The office of Palestinian
prime minister was created sim-

ply to appease Israeli demands
that Arafat be removed from the
peace process. Abbas, therefore,
was a representative of the fact
that Israel and the United States
refused to deal with the man the
Palestinian people supported.
What an insult. Imagine if
Canada refused to work with
Bush and demanded to work
with Secretary of State Colin
Powell instead. The American
people would be outraged.

Israel and the United States
sent Abbas to the Palestinians
as a representative of the
peace process. Peace was possible because Abbas existed as
prime minister.
Israel, however, did whatever possible to undermine Abbas'
position. Missile strikes and
bombings targeting individuals
in residential neighborhoods do
not demonstrate an environment where peace is possible.

When Abbas asked Israel to
stop the attacks, Israel refused,
stripping Abbas of any legitimacy as a man who could gain concessions from Israel.
Road maps are created by
people who know the territory
for which they are providing
directions, for people who want
to get to a destination. Israel has
demonstrated no desire to follow the map to a free and independent Palestine. Bush has

demonstrated that he has no
idea about the terrain his road
map is supposed to illustrate.
Abbas' resignation shows
that the "road map" for peace
in the Middle East is a joke. It is
now time for a new road map
and better directions, both of
which Bush cannot provide.
Adam M. Sliarp is a junior foreign languages major who accepts
I'ifiiism or oilier comments ill

omnilingual@hotmail.com.
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higher
test scores
guaranteed

RT's

A

(^Chicken

LSAT
O.MAT
ORE
MCAT
DAT
OAT'

or your money back
Introduces

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all
scheduled teats, end do your Homework l( your score doesn't
Improve on teat day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official
teat score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition" It's that simple.

Fresh Fruit Smoothies
©/MtLV
120 University Blvd.
(Across from IHOP)
Open 11-9
Monday • Saturday
Dine In or Carry Out

Classes lor the LSAT, ORE
and MCAT ara hald hare on
campus at JfttUII

"to u ektwe *» true ollK. >ou must be
enrolled in Kapten'a rue doeeroom. tutomj
or online course*. M ertmon. you rtxjaf
orooom e COOT or your official toore report
end your couree rnaetten wetrHn 80 deyv

(540) 438-0080

World Leader In Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP TEST
kaptest.com

TOO G00L
FOR SCHOOL!
Summer's over but these titles are H0TI

John Mayer
Heavier Things

it

Verve Remixed Vol. 2

Rooney

Various Artists

Rooney
On Sale $10.99 cd

On Sale $13 Ned
Today i Up DJ» ivnumg clsesice
hom Verve'i veulti AUo check out
"Vt<v« Unmdad Vol V featuring Off
wigmali at ■ low low eric at

On Sale $13.99 cd
Thi long swelled follow up ID
Jonn Mayer i hug* IIDHI Room
for Sguini

Roomy craaUd a hoot packed debut
■latne'ed m ngrti guitar aotoe a variety
of keyboard taibrai and tne kind ol
ior>gi that lodge m you' head lor
extended iwiode often.

*

Black Rebel

OAR.

Motorcycle Club

Risan

Take Tham On, On Your Own

On Sals SUM cd
■RUM- * MCled «•"> e«rt(*MI
fttyVimi eineo"! arovoking lyric i an<
loenngyocela

On Sale $8.99 cd
Tafea Tnam On. CM Vow Om" hu
al'oedy (wan dei-lbed ai a 'masts* piaca by*a NME and fattaialat
Black Rabat Motorcycle Oubi ano
anakhftvnanl atiot and We* beliel
in 'ockn'fotl at protest music

OAR
Any Time Now
On Sale $16.99 ?-cd let
Am TUai NOW, i en set hem
Weening** 1130 club, **NC* in chides
iniii'iil from tfian provioui SUM
^k. album*, it a giaat introduction to tint
^ uMf-fnendh; college 'ock/ra-igee

Upward Mobtfity 101
Bowline, for Cehiaeaine
Andrew WK

DVD

The Wolf
On Sale III 99 cd
Thi navy albumfion Andrew WK.«

On Sale Now!
-|A| Murbini, bikiranng lid elun
very tonny flMi—Tki wmri cooacu
quiM a k* odo, taecneig end uniai»ng momenta • INtw Vort rmil

hllilly Ojl'

^

Ml

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
MonSat 10-9. Sunday 12-6

Mr.tkaw
Complete Seojon 3 DVD
On Silt Nowl
A highly wigmal tho* win ■ rabid tin
beaa. MS SHOW broke ground In Bia
arane or ikatcn comedy tnnt ceSec*
Don compmai via anofi fliiid aaaaon
o( tfiia cult phenomenon

NIW

a usao
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**M^

MIL

•den before you buy* Diet* aut Plan Itot new a
need CDe and DVDi, aceeaeerlee, •meeta. ■ediee.
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LEISURE

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging.
1

T.«ia/s Birthday (Sept. II) You're very smart this year, but you don't hive to tolve all the problems yourself.
What seems like a hopeless situation to you could be child's play to sonwneebe. Get the best help you can afford.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

^^ Today is a 5 - The indecisiveness that s
i^^, plagued you is bosinninK to give way. In
j^f 'ts place you'll find steely determination
The hard work is making you stronger.

Today is a 6 - If you're having trouble
deciding b»*w««i one thing and the other,
$:'
"ur dilemma with a straight-shooting friend. What's hopeless to you may be
simple to someone who is less involved.

m

31

44

Virgo Aug. 23-SepI. 22

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 6 - You know which side your
I bread is buttered on. If you show your
resourcefulness and enthusiasm instead of
your wrath, you might earn a bonus.

<Cy

—Tribune Media Services
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need of people
interested in doing
art, graphics, comics,
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ACROSS
1 Hot tubs
5 Showy blooms,
for short
9 Remove the
bolt
14 Light bulb
power unit
15 Incite

16 Concise
17 Graph or harp
starter
18 Goose egg
19 Foolish folk
20 Radar screen
reader's
hypocrisy?
23 _-whiz!
24 Outgoing
25 Passenger
payment
27 New
Testament book
30 Bobbsey twin
31 Recede
34 Successful
dieter?
36 Lorna of
literature
39 Medicine
container
41 Stinger's
poison

11

12

13

37

3H

58

59

"

|
41

CXi
4.'

4:t
\7

46
50

55

56

|
57

...

K>

1 1
"
:
ri

43 Tiny insect
44 "Frasier"
pooch
46 Fountain
orders
48 Corporate
abbr.
49 Ms. Turner
51 Timer button
53 Winding ways
56 Tire patterns
60 Globe
61 Film starring
a snake?
64 Defamation
in writing
66 Prod
67 Sleeper spy
68 Fred's first
dance partner
69 Ticklish doll
70 _ Stanley
Gardner
71 Made over
72 Actor Connery
73 Cherished

48
S?

51

8,

|
(,',

I
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35
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r
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R Today is afi - You're about to come up
with a new burst of energy. Good thing
you've been resting up.

■;

1

34

»

'.'

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

Help us
help you.

33

00

. Today is a 6 - You'll soon discover that
ajkf, V"11 have a strong .illy en your tide. You
'■■■Jp may still face a tough confrontation, but
you're not alone anymore.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22

mi

32

54

^»~"\ Today is a 6 - If you've done what you can
•■■■/ within the parameters you've set. Mart
u * J looking outside that box. The answrr i>
obviously there.

in

'
:

?5

39

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec 21

^,
Today is a 7 - You'd like to avoid a messy
|6
situation if you could. Unfortunately, the
f^M* only way to the other side is bir.ughl
through it You'll feel better once you
clean it up.

8

?

21

Today is a 7 - There are at least a couple of
ways to make sure financial ends meet
One is to go without something, and the
other is to make more money. The latter is
a viable option now.

Today is a 6 - Your schedule may be in
shambles, with quick thinking now
required. Continue to be cautious with the
actions you take. Impulsiveness could
lead to trouble.

6

?4

Cancer June 22-July 22

Today is a 6 - You need to concentrate on
financial matters for a while. You're good
I at number-crunching, but it still requires
^^.. lime.
i
If you can keep everything in balance, you should do all right.

1

6

IT

20

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is a 6 - The task may seem overh
whelming, bul don't give up hope. There
are people you've helped in the past who
are ready to help you now.

4

14

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^j. ■ Today is a 7 - You're a good one for planJ|A^| ning. so do that now, even if you're under
TjW some pressure |ust because somebody
else didn't plan, that doesn't mean you
shouldn't. Be cool.

3

'/

Aries March 21-April 19

Taurus April 20-May 20

2

1
2
3
4
5

'

'
'.'

DOWN
Q-tips, e.g.
Sao . ., Brazil
Top story
Dont do that!
Best wishes!

6 Over in Ulm
7 Griffin of TV
8 Unemotional
9 Said
10 Unused
11 Pasta for jailed
sailors?
12 Fall blossom
13 View again
21 Jib or
spinnaker
22 Trucker's
perch
26 Aquatic
croaker
28 Functions
29 Madrid mister
31 Seth's mother
32 Open an
auction
33 Spoke off the
cuff, but not
well?
35 Went by car
37 Twin of 30A
38 & so on
40 Truth stretcher

42 Elephant's
ancestor
45 Made possible
47 Dark Ages
peasant
50 Alternative
to lager
52 Abounded
53 Type of battery
54 Lion clan
55 Folk of wisdom
57 Put upon
a pedestal
58 Perry Mason's
Street
59 Villains
expression
62 Part of a shoe
63 Writer
Janowitz
65 Yale student

P

No, no, not that kickoff.

i
Don't miss the leasing kickoff at Sunchase!
0C1

Whftll

"0BER 3rd 4 to 7 p .m.
FOOD

What

FUN

1^^

PRIZES
and Kiss FM LIVE
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**

442-4800
www.sunchase.net
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embers of JMU's Greek life\
'gear up for recruitment process
Story by contributing writer Angela Morgan • Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
This past spring. Music Television headlined a reality program called "Sorority Life," which was supposed to tell
the true tale of what life in a sorority is like. From Sept. 1
to Sept 5, JMU's Panhellenic Council held recruitment
sign-ups for interested women on the commons to contribute to
JMU's own sorority life. The Panhellenic Council is the group that
advises the women's Greek recruitment, according to junior
Christopher Johnson, a member of II Kappa Phi.
At sign-ups, the interested recruits were given the opportunity to visit the sororities and learn about the mission and values
of the eight JMU-sponsored sororities: Alpha Phi, Alpha Sigma
Alpha, Alpha Sigma Tau, Delta Delta Delta. Delta Gamma,
Sigma Kappa, Sigma Sigma Sigma and Zeta Tau Alpha. The
Interfraternity Council held its orientation in August for all men
interested in Greek life, according to Johnson. There was no signup fee for the men's orientation. JMU's fraternities include Theta
Chi, Pi Kappa Phi, Delta Chi, Sigma Chi, Pi Kappa Alpha, Kappa
Alpha Order, Sigma Nu, Kappa Sigma. Kappa Delta Rho. Alpha
Kappa Lambda, Zeta Beta Tau, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Tau Kappa
Fpsilon and Phi Gamma Delta.
"One big difference (between sororities and fraternities] is
that we don't have sign-up fees for rush," said senior Mart
Former, president of FIJI. "The rushees visit (fraternities) from
[Sept.] 7 to 17. Frats are then allowed five events, such as barbecues, bowling and playing pool at TDU. The sixth event, called
the "formal smoker" is by invitation only, and it is held on
(Sept.) 17." According to Former, it is required that the rushees
where a shirt and tie to this event, where final questions will be
asked before rushees are accepted
JMU's sorority and fraternity community is an integral part of
life on campus, according to Kristin Muncy, associate director of
Student Organization Services. Each has rules, regulations and
standards that the members must abide by, according to Muncy.
"There are financial responsibilites, such as paying dues and
having to live in the Sigma Kappa house for a year," said senior
Rosemarie Zevallos, a Sigma Kappa member. "These are commitments that a sister is expected to fulfill. There are responsibilities,
but with it comes the various opportunities that one gets to be
involved in an organization that helps the community, and events
that strengthen the bond between our sisters."

The friendships that I have made here have
impacted me greatly.
— Rosemarie Zevallos
senior

55
It seems that television shows such as "Sorority Life" have misconstrued the sorority recruitment process to appear as one
continuous party. It overlooks the values of how the sororities
seek intelligent women willing to make a commitment to
excellence in all areas, including community service and work,
according to junior Jenny Casey, a member of Alpha Phi.
it TV (programs) definitely portray sororities in the
1
"!aaey said. 'TV mostly portrays how sororities are all
Iabout the stiftkjJ scene, when in fact jowing a sorority really opens
|y°llf eye* tooflB^pportunitfesHhat will benefit you in the future."
p^af TheAhiTiriw orientariiin^nataQrial members are
| up vSWfa nsTMaimalJbiun*'kjfa0rneo^|ho Chi, according

to Johnson. A Rho Chi has received special training to act as a support system to the potential recruits. So as not to create an influent t
for the prospective members during the process ot recruitment, the
Rho Chi disaffUiate themselves from their sorority. This enables the
counselor to be in a position to provide guidance without bias for
the women when selecting which sorority to become a part of,
according to Johnson.

66
Community service involves the SPCA, Toys
for Tots around Christmas (time), Up 'til
Dawn and cardiac care.
—Angela Stellute
sophomore

V
Greek Row, which is home to the sororities and two
fraternities, will hold the recruiting of members
today through Sept. 15, according to the JMU sorority and fraternity Web site, www.jmu.edu/ucenter.
The women who have signed up during the recruiting will
have the opportunity to visit the sororities, according to
Muncy While the recruits visit the sororities, they will make
decisions about which they would like to join, until Monday
evening, when they must narrow their choices down to two
sororities. Through a mutual selection process, the potential
new members will learn about the aspects of sorority life,
according to Muncy. The women are allotted an opportunity
to learn information about national philanthropies, community services, sisterhood and scholarship.
However, Greek life is more than just
community service.
"Anyone thinking of joining a sorority should understand the extent of
time and financial commitment,
which includes a probable housing
commitment," Muncy said.
^N*
During sign-up, the women had to
k
pay a sign-up fee of $33 that goes
toward the benefits of recruitment,
according to the Web site.
Joining a fraternity or sorority may
seem like a big decision, and students
should keep in mind that Greek life is
not for everyone, according to Muncy.
However, it seems that many students
find Greek lite beneficial.
"I am able to count on my sisters for
anything I need," said junior Megan
Erhardt, a member of Tri-Sigma.
In a meeting yesterday, prospective
recruits were introduced to the JMU's Gn
life and each of the individual sorority chap-'
ters that are housed on campus. Next week
the recruiting process will begin.
"The friendships that I have made ha
have impacted me greatly," Zevallos i
have met some of my best friendssteflC 54u> 1
can literally call my sisters. I wouldrvi
a better support system."
For more information about Greejfli*'1visit the Greek life Web siti
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International Week's Annual

Every Item on Menu

99

Take vour best Shot

Domestic and International Foods

1 Ess Roll +L S Serins Rolls -* Corn Nuggets
French Pries -^t Onion Rings +T. Wwa
Pried Mushrooms + * Chicken Nuggets

Up to 3 of your BEST'micnufoowi photos
(from anywhere outside the US borders)
3 categories for you to choose:
architecture, landscape and people

S Steak Fingers + 4 Fried Dumplings
•* Much Morel
Co"»»"»

1* o*

H

»©©«*
SooP

°*

A New Concept in Fast Food Service

Please submit your photos to:
CMISS Office in Warren Hall, Room 245 by
Wednesday, September 17
Cash prizes for 1" 2ad and 3rd place
in each category!!!
All photos displayed in Carrier library for 3 full weeks for
all to enjoy

171 C Neff Avenue (540) 433-1142
TAK« THI CITY BUS. .

(Dlr.cHy ..hlna V.H«y Mall In Shoppln, C.nt.r
~«" CI...I. Cl«.n... .nd Cl.,„. Iu«.do) TO THI VAL1IV

Hour*: Sun- Wed 11 a.m.- 10 a.m.

Thiirs -Sat 11 a.m.- Midnight

CICIX PIZZA

LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA
-Oat largo read pizzi with
chain Hid ono topping

$C99

• MM BR wri BJ haSA ItJ
Mjwtidpjtkiky^ieModt.

5

•On.gi-.rm-pin.with

6

$AQ9

CflMMMdOM topping

"Pricanugvarubg location. Valid
it participating locaJioot onkj

•0-Ur.rmapin.w*,

9

!

$A99

' Meat nag vary bg location. Valid |
at paiticipatiat locatiom onkj.

LARGE DOUBLE
PEPPERONIPIZZA

6'

-O-alargt round pio. with
§_AHQ
V
chMMinddoubltptpparoni!
l—■ '
•Mctinagvargbg location. VaU
at participating location, ijalg.
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"Madden 2004 is the best football
game out there ... even removed
from its genre."

■ Food on the Run
The Breeze exposes the
good, the bad and the
yummy of Harrisonburg
takeout.

STYLE

ate story below
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WES HEINEL

senior
see story below

—REVIEW—
REVIEW

Madden
2004
possibly
best yet

6cA/to«o
range of
rjsmj o< overall

tool time taken to complete takaout order
(one fork = worst. fWe forks = beet]

'Burg to-go service, food picked
apart by undercover eaters

$5.49 to $14.
22 mini

BY LI.M \ Pi Ki-.ikA
assistant style editor

Appiabe*-* Neighborhood
GrtlanasW
IMO bet Market St

43MI2I

15 minutes
$6.99 to $15.99

ChHit Grill and aW
IS72East Markets*

M4-II42

4

$4.50 to $1
20 minutes

Bombay Courtyard

ISM Sou* Mam St
44271**

$7.95 to $13.95
nine minutes

•rawo Italian Eatery
IM7 East Market St.

DMMS

20 minutt
$7.29 to $225
Ml Unhvtky Mv*J.
4JMU0

JF.SSK A TAYUMt/un *M»

In a world where a slab of dough can
be zapped into a pizza in the blink of an
eye, it is no wonder that today's college
students are used to living in the fast
lane. What happens when one tires of
hanging around O-h.ill in an infinitely
long line, with nothing else to do but
attempt to scan for cute guys or ogle at
the vegan special?
An investigation of five area takeout
services proved that Harrisonburg packs
a powerful punch to those with a
demanding appetite. Trie carryout services at Applebee's Nugriborhood Grill
and Bar, Bombay Courtyard, Bravo
Italian Eatery, Chili's Grill ot Bar and
Outback Steakhouse underwent equal
scrutiny in the search for the most reliable takeout venue of the five.
Outback Steakhouse was the guinea
pig of the group. Given the task of handling seven separate dinner orders-of
about $21) each, the Aussie chain rose to
the occasion. Orders were placed by
phone and picked up from the designated
takeout entrance of the restaurant. A forgotten cheesecake graciously was handdelivered, cold and wrapped in protective
foil. Outback's Sryrofoam packaging was
sized conveniently to fit each order.
The restaurant can make most of the
items on its menu in 12 minutes or less,
according to Tim Fogarty, proprietor of
Harrisonburg's Outback.
If the mood calls for pasta or pizza.
Bravo Italian Eatery promises quick,
professional service. Orders were placed
at the bar, a standard system that materialized in the remaining three chaias
which were tested. The restaurant was
fairly empty during the dinner hour on
a Monday night, which might explain
why after five minutes, all three patroaV
generously-sized desserts (tiramisu for
the road) and fresh, mozarella-topped
salads were already on the bar counter,
with Styrofoam containers neatly
stacked in small bags. The incognito
patrons left Bravo with a full meal each
in nine minutes flat from the time the
order was placed. Three warm, hearty
heaps of individually-wrapped garlic
bread accompanied the orders.
Bombay Courtyard was gracious,
perfectly personable and accommodating to two students who wandered in

BY WES HEINEL
senior writer

close to closing time one night, hungry
for Indian cuisine. The order was taken
at the register by the restaurant's friendly, chatty manager, Tony Trieu. The food
was packaged quickly and carefully in
Sryrofoam — with separate containers
devoted to vegetable biryani, chicken
vindaloo, saag pmnf and foil-engulfed
New York-style cheesecake. Extra servings of naan wen.' tucked in thoughtfully with the order.
A little Tex-Mex can take a long time if
one were to go to Chili's Grill & Bar on a
week night. Although takeout orders currently are handled at the bar, a rnendly,
sprightly takeout service staffer greeted
the investigators. The order was small —
two drinks, an appetizer and chocolate
chip paradise pie, deliberately selected to
test how Chili's handled takeout items
that included ice cream. The drinks
arrived after 11 minutes, to the thirsty
patrons' dismay, but the wait was passed
quickly with attention from the friendly
staff. The food came fresh — and ice
cream chilled — in appropriately-sized
Sryrofoam conUuners.
The Applet's takeout experience
was a far cry from dinner with Outback.
Walk-in takeout orders had to be placed
at the bar, which was visible from the
restaurant's entrance and easy for any
customer to locate. Three dinner orders
were placed to the bartender — a vegetable pizza with cheesecake as dessert.
The presence of the bustling sit-down
crowd that also arrived for dinner that
night may have added to the wait. Some
aspects of the dining experience were
inexcusable, however.
After Applebee's employees played a
quick game of catch with a credit card,
two patrons' separate orders mistakenly
were charged to one diner's credit card
— which the bartender obligingly fixed.
The pizza was soggy, and food arrived in
bulky, cumbersome plastic containers.
The cheesecake was tossed haphazardly
into an oversized plastic bowl with a sliver of plastic wrap slapped over the rim.
Perhaps the bottom line is, regardless
of price, one may receive better sen ki .is
was the case with Bravo. But always consider the volume of customers — both
eat-in and takeout — when accounting
the timing. Until then, settle for service at
most restaurants' bars — an experience
which is reliant on the professkvialism
and friendliness of the wait staff.

The famous punch line of
Electronic Arts Sports video
games, "If it's in the game; if s in
the game," never has been as
exemplified as il is in this season's edition of its NFL John
Madden football series.
Regardless of the platform in
which it is played, either Microsoft
Xbox, Sony's Playstation 2 or
Nintendo's Gamecube, Madden
2004 (W5.95, Amazonxom) once
again has raised the bar for competition within the industry's
genre that it dominates.
Categorized as an "E" video
game — suitable for all age
groups — Madden 2004 offers an
interactive football simulation far
superior to any other game on
the market. One can find people
throwing controllers and suffering from Nintendo thumbs
everywhere, as this year's edition can be played online against
competition throughout the
globe at wuiv-easportexxm.
Sports' entrance into the
Internet-1 inked gaming category
has left the diehard Madden
faithful with a new outlet to game
solo, instead ot just the computer.
In single player mode, game
players can enjoy the new owner
mode in which one can control
every aspect of a professional football team, ranging from concessions and ticket prices, to signing
free agents, restructuring contracts
and even building new stadiums.
Also, while playing the computer, beware of increased artificial intelligence.
No longer will unoriginal
game plav and the proverbial
"money play" — a surefire way
to score — be tolerated, as players
must mix up their play selection
or feel the consequences.
I lead-to-head action is still as
heated as ever. From college dorm
rooms to dowtvthe-street grammar school buddies, the trash talk
continues and can be backed up
by a new profile system. Records
and every statistical category are
kept track of either online or on a
memory OMd tor later n*terence.
Additions haw been made to
complement the usual game play
A new playmaker feature has
see GAME, page 12

review
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'The Order' sadly a far cry from 'A Knight's Tale'
BY HHATHKK ECBBRT

contributing writer

If one ROCS lo sec writer/
director Brian Helgelancl s MM
movie "The Order expecting
the rollicking good time of his
last film. "A Knight's Tale," one
Will be disappointed. BBSMN
having tlv MUM dklCtt M Hi
predecessor. "The Order" also
stars the same lead actor. Heath
Ledger ("The Four tanM I
and two ot the same supporting
actors, Shannyn Sossamon
("The Kulcs ot Attraction") and
Mark Addy ("A Knight's Tale").
Bui even these siniil.inlu".
could nol give this depressing
contusing and less-than-thrilling
thriller the spark one might
expect from this group of people.
In the film, Uilger plays Alex, a

young priest who sets out to
investigate the mysterious death
of his mentor. He is joined by his
'Thornbirds''-esque love interest,
Sossamon's Mara, and fellow
priest Thomas, played by Addy.
Through their exploration,
Alex and Thomas run across an
arcane religious ritual performed at a person's death to
rid them of all sins by a rogue
rvln-.ioiis pr.utitioner called a
Sin Eater, played by German
actor Benno Furmann. One? this
bil ot information is discovered,
the plot meanders off into a nolall-rhat-involving morality play,
never to return.
Ledger is sufficiently tall.
dark and brooding. The heartthrob brings as much appeal as
he can to such a dull character,
and some fans may want to

New Movies:
Regal Cloemaa:
• MatchsSck Men
•Once Upon

• CeWn I -over
Sept. 11 through Sept. 18
■

Qratton-Stovall Theatre
• The Italian Job

"THE ORDER"
STARRING:
HEATH LEDGER,
SHANNYN SOSSAMON
AND MARK ADDY
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:

102 MINUTES

««
buy a ticket |ust to appreciate
him in his stylish black uniform. Sossamon and Addy are
equally adequate in their obligatory roles, but all the actors
suffer from lack of quality
material from which to work.
The script is heavy-handed and
frequently slow, especially in

scenes of exposition that drag
on and don't provide much
decipherable explanation
On the up side, the cinematography by American film
newcomer Nicola Peconni is
striking. The whole film is set in
shades ot black and gray, adding
to the ominous feel of the story.
However, while this absence of
color looks good, it only serves to
make the movie even more dark
and depressing than it already is.
Ultimately, the movie's main
downfall is the fact that it is
based on a set of rules and
beliefs that average people just
don't understand. Alex and
Thomas are members of an
obscure order of the Catholic
Church called the Carolinians.
The young priests claim lo have
been taught by their late mentor

the means to dispel demons and
evil forces, yet they ne\er
explain their methods or why
there is a need for them.
Also left unexplained is the
pagan sect mat the two refer to
for aid in their search. Then' If
much discussion of excommunication and ladder climbing
within the church bul throughout the movie, I lelgeland seems
to waffle over whether to represent the church as a political
body or as a spiritual entity.
While the idea of the Sin
F.ater is .in interesting concept,
the movie barely scratches the
surface of its potential. The
audience is given vague brushstrokes as to the significance
behind what this man does and
the mechanics of his trade, vet it
is never given a clear under-

standing of its meaning.
If one is in the market for a
highly-depressing, generally
un^itisfving theatergoing expen. IH e. then by all means check
out "The Order." But for some
genuine entertainment, going to
tne load 1 idea store and renting
"A Knight's Tale" is a better bet.
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Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• Calhoun's
- Sam WBon Group lo play |aa Friday at
7 p.m. Free at the door
• BINmora Bar & Grid
- Every NFL game ** play on two big
screens and over 30 MevMora Sunday.

• AJatonePub
- John Mousse wffl riay aooustc rock
Fnday and Borderline Is playing country
Saturday Cal 432-0810 lor more Information

• BW3s
- Every football game w* be featured
thai weekend on two tag screens end feature
IB) m a> saaatatgensM
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Loved books, cinema produce fall film adaptations GAME: A
must-own

Having a fondness for both
literature* and film, what grv.iter
joy is there in my simple,
uneventful life than when the
two art forms — each with their
own advantages and disadvantages — come ti»gether in the
form of a film adaptation?
The somewhat disjointed
feeling ol stvin)*. words turned
into images lieightens what was
once an average moviegotng
experience. Is there anything
more eerie than watching a particular scene from a book unfold
on the screen and noticing that it
comes airossexaeth as von pictured it in your mind's mn3
And if summer is the season
for mindless blockbusters, then
fall is the season for more highminded cinema fare — aimed,
erimarily, at Oscar voters, film
uffs and not necessanlv tin
average Joe moviegoer.
Perhaps movie pnxiucers
feel that a film with a literary
foundation will attract critical
pmise and awards like mag-

MARC CHOVgnvhU . editor

nets, or maybe it's just coincidence. But it is usually during
this time ot the year that we
find a proliferation of film
adaptatioas. This fall will prove
to be no exception, with numerous adaptations coming to
movie theaters between (he
chill of early October and the
frost of late December.
Some of these will be more
faithful to the source work than
the strictest religious devotee,
while others will leave charac-

ters, plot points and even
themes by the wavside.
Sometimes such an unorthodox method fails — in rare
iastances, it can make a film just
as good, if not better, than the
novel from which it was adapted.
What a mix we have this
year. We have the requisite John
Grisham ("The Rainmaker")
adaptation — this time of his
novel "The Runaway Jury,"
starring
Gene
Hackman
("Enemy of the State") and John

Cusack ("Identity"). Tnen there
is the third installment in J.R.R.
Tolkien's "L-ord of the Kings'
trilogy. "The Return of the
King," which I'm sure will pass
under the radar and probably
end up going straight to video.
Newcomer to film Daniel
Wallace's tall tale "Big Fish" soon
will hit screens courtesy of Tim
Burton ("Planet of the Apes").
Joining "Big Fish" arc Susanna
Moore's ("Strange Behavior") "In
the Cut" and yet another version
of J.M. Barrie's "Peter Pan"
But mere are three adaptations mat — being based on some
of tin* best books of the past ten
years — hold the most promise.
The first is October's "The
Human Stain." Based on the
award-winning novel by Itiilip
Roth ("Tne Ghost Writer"), the
film follows college professor
Coleman
Silk
(Anthony
Hopkins, "Red Dragon") as he
becomes involved not onlv in a
racial scandal involving a misconstrued comment, but in a

fierv relationship with a janitor
(Nicole Kidman, "The Hours")
who is being stalked by her bitter ex-husband (Ed Harris,
"The Hours").
But that's not all for Kidman
Her second film adaptation
appearance is Dec 25 in the longawaited adaptation of another
newcomer, Charles Frazier's novel
"Cold Mountain" She plays Ada,
an aristocratic Southern belle who
must learn to rebuild a tarm on her
own while her lm-er, Inman (Jude
Law, Ttoad to Perdition"^ makes
his way back home to her across
the landscape of the Gvil War after
deserting the ConfcduratL1 Army.
Tentatively scheduled for a
Christmas release is the adaptation of "The House of Sand
and Fog," from the novel by
Andre Dubus IN ("Dancing
After Hours"). Ben Kingsley
("Tuck Everlasting") plays an
Iranian immigrant involved
in a property battle with a
recovering alcoholic and her
lover, the local sheriff.

GAME, from fagttl
been added, allowing players
to audible run direction at the
line of scrimmage.
In other words, when
defenses show blitz early, the
run can be switched to the
other side of the field, or it
can assign different blocking
schemes to pick up the blitz.
A second new feature is
package formations. While at
the play selection interface,
one can change personnel
packages ranging from a big
backfield, shifting the halfback
into the slot or even putting in
a second-string running back
to give the starter a quick rest.
With all of these additions,
Madden 2004 is the best football game out there and is possibly one of the best video
games even removed from its
genre. Plain and simple, it is a
must have for any football fan.

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Junplv J'leasiifvs C a] e
New Hours!

A True Outlet"
30-50% Below Wholesale
Clothing, Electronics. Household furnishings
& much more

All New Winter & Fall
Fashions 50% off

Now Open for
Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday
• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups and salads
• Care packages i#5^k
• Boar's Head Dell %£■£

437-1995
160 Waterman Dr.

M:Mpm.;k.&yM
In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

• Catering for all occasions
498
S-lamsf,
M from C

)]u.
564-2<)8fi

of&v

REPUTATION,

International Week

and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

Sixth Annual World Cup

September 20-28,2003

James Madison University

Here is n ui OPPC I (unity to
compete at a Hi rid Level!!!!

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

• We lave room for 8 ceamt. Firu come, iry serve.
• You can upi up as a mm or as an individual.

• Mmmum of 8 players per team.
• If you sip up as a warn, you must have a captain.

• Than is 20 oUvretadable deposit pe^^

REPUTATION-therc is NO SUBSTITUTE!

ZPaLnUd Xady tattoo
200 South Ave., Harrisonburg
433-5612

Wirrwi 141 no tor dan Tnwsdty, Uftmt,, It, MM
Shoidd you hm any quMom plmt contact CHS ac
S4aS6S^3iorinuilrHtoukinlQPnu.(du
ww*y«i-idufmuJboJani

Hours:
Mon.-Thurj. 12 Noon to 8pm
Fri. &Sat 12 Noon to 10pm
Closed Sunday
Monday piercing unavailable

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials
1
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"We thought Leon was our top
offensive player, so it has been a
blow to us."

Spiller keeps running

After ending his JMU career, David
Spiller has trained with top runners
from the United States and Kenya.
see story below

SPORTS

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach
see itafy ••low

-VOLLEYBALL-

FOOTBALL

Steinfeld sidelined for season
NCAA clears tailback Fenner to return to action
BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor
After silting out the first
two games of the 2003 season, senior center Leon
Steinfeld. who has not been
practicing since training
camp because of a partially
torn anterior cruciate ligament in his left knee, has
thrown in the towel.
Steinfeld tried multiple
times to practice with a
knee brace, but he has
decided to undergo surgery
to repair the injury at the
University of Virginia
Medical Center later this
month. In turn, he will miss
the entire 2003 season.
"We thought Leon was
our top offensive player, so
it has been a blow to us,"
coach Mickey Matthews
said. "It happened so early
in two-a-days that we have
gotten used to (playing
without him|, and we have
made some adjustments to
our offensive line."
The changes the coaching staff has made are moving red-shirt sophomore
offensive
guard
Matt
Magerko to center and
bringing freshman offensive guard Corey Davis
into the starting lineup.
"I feel good taking over
the starting center position,"
Magerko said. "It was difficult at first, but I've come to
be comfortable in it."
Steinfeld, who was apreseason first team All-

Atlantic 10 selection, will
red-shirt this year and play
again for the Dukes in its
2004 campaign.
"He had never red-shirted, so he'll finish," Matthews
said. "We are not going to
ask for a medical red-shirt
because he never appeared
in a game (this season),"
he said.
The 6-foot-1-inch, 285pound center from New
Orleans,
La.,
will
be
replaced on a permanent
basis by Magerko. who has
started at center the last two
games. Matthews thinks
that Magerko is the second
best offensive lineman on
the team behind Steinfeld.
Offensive line coach Curt
Newsome said that with
Steinfeld out. the team will
be affected, but not as much
as people might think in
pass protection situations
with Magerko in the game.
"Matt Magerko has done
a very good job for us at
center, and it makes us play
a true freshman (Davis) at
the guard position, and
he's shown us that he can
play
at
this
level."
Newsome said.
Matthews said, "Everyone
■Mi injuries. It's good and
bad. One, it happened so
early we had a chance to
make some adjustments.
The thing that is bad about
it, is we lost him for the
entire year."
Mattews said, "I think
he's accepted it — that he

-U
Magerko is a hard-nose
player and worh very
hard, so we are very
comfortable to have
him in there.
— Harry Dunn
sophomore offensive tackle

99 —

HLL PHUTUrJim WU*«
Senior center Leon Steinfeld partially tore his anterior cruciate ligament In his left Knee during preseason practice.
After making the decision to undergo surgery to repair his
knee, he will not play In a game this season. Steinfeld will
red-shirt this year and rehab, as he plans to play next year.

needs surgery. He was really down in August because
he had worked so hard in
the summertime. He had a
very good winter and a
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very good summer. He was
really primed for a big year,
and now this happened."
Sophomore
offensive
tackle Harry Dunn said,

FOOTBALL

"Leon is definitely a key
factor to the team. It really
hurt us, but we have to
keep moving. We can't use
it as an excuse.
"Magerko is a hard-nose
player and works very
hard, so we are very comfortable to have him in
there," he added.
The Dukes will miss
Steinfeld's presence on the
field, but they will gain
another player in red-shirt
freshman tailback Maurice
Fenner, who missed JMU's
first two games due to an
NCAA academic review.
Fenner has been cleared
to play and will suit up for
the Dukes after missing
almost all of last year due
to several injuries.
JMU has a bye week this
weekend and will not play
again until Sept. 20 at Zane
Showker
Field
at
Bridgeforth Stadium when
it plays Hofstra University.

Jones, JMU
snag fifth
win of year
Tuesday night, the Dukes
traveled to Radford University,
where they made quick business of the Highlanders, defeating them in three straight
matches, 30-23,30-21 and 30-14.
JMU was led by senior middle blocker Dana Jones, who
had 15 kills on 21 swings and
stayed error free on the night.
Sophomore outside hitter
Emilee Hussack hammered
home, 12 kills and five of the
Dukes nine service aces.
Radford has lost 27 times to
JMU in 30 meetings and the
Dukes currently are riding a
four-game winning streak.
Jones was named the
Colonial Athletic Association's
Co-Player of the Week for the
week ending Sept. 7. Jones, who
led the Dukes to the
JML'/Hampton Inn Invitational
Championship last weekend,
was named the Most Valuable
Player of that tournament.
Jones tallied 22 kills against
the University of Oregon and
20 kills against Georgia
Southern University. She had a
total of 68 kills in the week and
moved into second place alltime on the JMU career-kills list
with 1,238.
The Dukes will venture1 to
Bowling Green. Kent., for the
Western Kentucky Invitational
Sept. 12 to 13. JMU will square off
against the University of Toledo,
the University of Tennessee Martin and the host of the tournament, the Western Kentucky
University Hilltoppers.
—from staff reports

RUNNING

BCS conspiracy Spiller continues at next level
-66
theory put to rest
Runners have come to
BY MATT BROWNLKK

staff writer

the BCS, 159 of 160 berths
in the four big bowls went
to BCS-affiliated teams.
Mathematically, the little
Bastille
Day
has
arrived for college foot- guys have a better chance
ball. The peasants are than they ever have. It's not
ready
to
storm
the the BCS formula that's keepfortress and chop off the ing smaller schools out. It's
head
of
the
Bowl natural selection.
Championship Series.
BCS schools have huge
It's been called a cartel, fan bases, huge stadiums,
an evil empire and a huge coaches, huge playmafia family. Reform is in ers, huge money and huge
the air and defending the commitments.
BCS is like having to repReformists complain
resent John Gotti. At the that it's just not fair. Hey
risk of being labeled a guys, welcome to the real
mob lawyer, I think the world. All men, women
peasants are the ones who and universities were not
need reformation.
created equally.
They want what the BCS
Should Michigan apolohas — namely money and gize because 106,000 peopower. If they can't get it, ple show up for home
they are threatening to sue. games?
Is
it
the
How very American.
Wolverines' fault Tulane
Eleven college presi- draws one-fifth that many?
dents from both sides will
It's fun to storm the
meet Monday in Chicago. Bastille and ridicule the
The discussions probably BCS. I'd love to sec a little
will te reminiscent of guy stick it to a football facMarie Antoinette and her tory. But only if he deserves
the chance That aspect gets
not-so-loyal subjects.
Peasants — "We want a lost in the easy name-calling
and political posturing.
bigger slice of the pie."
Congress held antitrust
Marie BCS — "Forget
cake. Let them eat crumbs!" hearings last week over the
The six BCS conferences BCS. According to James
and Notre Dame control the Sensenbrenner, R-Wis., the
four big bowls, making it all purpose was to ensure "the
but impossible for a little guy noble aspirations of amato cash in. The 63 BCS schools teur athletes do not yield
made $104 million from to the cold reality of corpobowls last year. Everybody rate profits."
He obviously hasn't
else split $5 million
Reformists say the BCS for- been around college sports
mula is skewed to favor the big in 30 years. It's all big busiteams. Well yes. it undoubted- ness now, Congressman.
The non-BCS schools
ly is skewed to favor teams
that win a lot of games and are wrapping this movement
in "reform," a buzzplay tougher schedules.
But with only two at- word for returning acalarge berths, reformists demic priorities to footsay the little guys don't ball factories. But the only
have enough opportunity reform they want is to get
in on the action and
to make a BCS bowl.
So what? In 43 years become what they supbefore the BCS, only one posedly resent.
There is no evil plot to
non-BCS team won a
national title (BYU in 1984).
see BCS. page U
And in the 20 years before
BY DAVID WHITLEY

The Orlando Sentinel

David Spiller's (01), running career has taken him all
across the globe. He's raced
Olympians in California,
trained with Kenyans in New
York and beaten some of
America's finest athletes at the
Penn Relays in Philadelphia.
But long before Spiller was a
world-class marathoner, decades
before he became a JMU record
holder and years before he won a
district championship, Spiller's
career began with the same race
that many kids had to run at one
point or another — the one-mile
run in fifth grade. For most
Americans, this race is the end of
their running careers, bul for
Spiller it was just the beginning.
"I think it is tough to put into
words why runners do what they
do." Spiller said. "Runners have
come to kwe the sport and want
to see how far and fast their body
can take them."
Even if he can't quite find the
words to explain why he does

what he does, Spiller's running
accomplishments over the years
speak volumes.
Spiller ran cross country for
the Dukes in the fall of 1996 as
a freshman and concentrated
on the 10,000- and 5,000-meter
races during indoor and outdoor track. In 1998, he was
part of the cross country team
that won the Southeast
Regional meet and placed
ninth in the nation.
The next fall, Spiller placed
fourth in the Southeast Region
as the Dukes once again
advanced to the NCAA
Championships. On the track in
the winter and spring months is
where he made his record
marks at the collegiate level.
"Daw was a tough runner
who didn't have the best of
speed, but made up for it with a
work ethic and self-discipline that
was amazing," track coach Dave
Rinker said. "Dave is a bulldog
that sinks his teeth into a race and
refuses to let go."
Before coming to JMU, he ran
at James River High School in

RUnowtniKl JMl SPOttri Ml 111\ HUATIOKS
David Spiller (01) set records white at JMU and now run* profeselonally while trying to earn a spot on the U.S. Olympic team.

attend the Rla Discovery USA
camp in Mt. Laguna, Calif., a
training ground for BOOM of
America's premiere young
morathoners. Under Rla sponlove the sport and
sorship and the coaching of team
want to see how far manager Greg McMiUan, Spiller
was able to train in California and
and fast their body
New York with top runners from
America and Kenya.
can take them.
"From the start, we were
-David Spiller excited about David's potential as
professional runner a distance runner," McMillan
said. "He has good speed at
shorter distances, but also great
Richmond. Spiller was a regkmal stamina. This is the perfect comchampion in the indoor 3,200 bination for a marathoner. Add to
meters and finished third in the that his mental tenacity and
event at the state meet. Spiller desire, and you have the athlete
added a few more district tities in that David has become."
As a professional runner,
the 3,200 and 1/00 to his resume
Spiller's workout regimen is
before running for the Dukes.
"David was an above-aver- much more demanding and
age talent coming out of high time-consuming than it was
school," track coach Bill Walton while in college, but the
said. "In an era where work ethic results have been proportionis often lacking, David worked al lo his work ethic.
his way into being an outstand"When training for a
ing athlete. His approach to marathon, I'll run anywhere
workouts, work ethic and dura- from 100 to 115 miles per
bility all helped him."
week," Spiller said. "And anyGrueling workouts can be where from 80 to 100 miles a
essential to running success, week in-between training."
but it's the performances on
With his recent performancrace days that can be remem- es on the track and in road
bered, and Spiller had a num- races, Spiller has proven that
ber of them In 2000, as a sen- his training pays off. Since turnior, Spiller set school records, ing professional, he is a twoboth of which still stand, in time winner of the Olympic
the indoor 5,000- (14:06) and Development 10.000-meters at
the outdoor 10,000-meter runs the Penn Relays, winner of the
(29:08). Also in his senior Marathon in the Parks
campaign,
Spiller
again Marathon in 2002 and posted
earned All-Southeast Region the 11th l.i-UM halt-marathon
honors in cross country, and time in the country in 2002 with
in one of his most amazing a 1:04:21 in Us Vegas.
Spiller, who now lives in
performances on the track,
earned his third All-East Richmond and is sponsored
medal by finishing second at by Team3Sports, runs between
the IC4A meet that winter.
15 and 20 races per year and
"At the IC4A Indoor soon will be entering the cliChampionships at Harvard his max of his racing season. In
senior year, he put himself in October. Spiller will compete
with the leaders and stayed in the Chicago Marathon,
near the front," Rinker said. where his goal is to hit the
"Then, with a 1,000 (meters) to Olympic Trials qualifying
go, he took the lead and just lime of 2:20:00 for 26.2 miles.
kept pounding along trying to
"I don't think I've reached
get an NCAA qualifying time. mv peak yet," Spiller said.
He just punished everyone in "It is the greatest feeling in
the race."
the world when you reach
In the spring of 2002, Spiller one of your goals, and one
traded in his purple and gold sin- goal of mine is to repreglet for a more professional uni- sent my country in interform: Rla. Spiller was invited to national competition.*
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BCS: Big
bucks for
programs

SPORTS

FOOTBALL

PICKS

of the iir.r i

Pigskin is paramount!
BCS, from f*i$e I!
keep the little m.in down It's
merely capitalism at work.
Just because I open .1
vteakhouM doctn'l make me
Outback. Just because 1 put
on a helmet doesn't mean I
should be treated like
Nebraska. And just because
I have a lot of cake doctn'l
make me Marie Antoinette.
If the BCS can be likened to
her, it might as well accuse the
other side of being Karl Marx It
wants to redistribute the wealth
of others. Maybe it will present a
Communist Football Manifesto
at Monday's meeting.
If they want a bigger
piece of the cake, they
should do the real American
thing — stop complaining
and earn it

List weekend's college »<••''"" .Ktion
pn<dihitl1 some .mwmg fast-second antics,
.is ... i/ .i - some upsets Tins weekend all
eyes will be on "The Big House." when?
host University of Michigan will take on
the University of Notre LXime.
In the professional ranks, week two's
NFL action has created a few must-win situations lor some teams. The New bngland
Patriots will travel to llnladelphia to face
the l.ij;U's in a ballyhooed battle of the
storeirv. wonders In the \K . unK-atens
leiiiMVieeand Pittsburgh VIM! IIKIUIUCH'IIS
and Kans.isl it\. (HDtCHvch
The college MXTC has brought about little debate this \%ivk. whereas the NFL
Eimes tinally could issue some space
ttwocn contpcHtoii. This week's guest
pnxtuTor shleetlitor K\Ta Papafil, looks to
nmlai an impact on the yearly records.
Heinel has a tar-from-commanding,
two-gaiiM- lead over the regulars. Richards,
Wilson and FugO .'re all tied up. Week
three pmviilrs .in opportunity (or office
e\i itement and tonning heated n\ allies.

WMfMrwl
HcHatcMc
15-7
7-4
.680

Brad Richards
B-Rlch
13-9
6-5
.590

Drew Wilson
Da Boat
13-9
6-5
.590

Alison Fargo
The Short One
• 13-9
6-5
.590

Kyra Papafll
Never StyHn'
15-7
5-6
.680

N.C. St. @ Ohio St.
Perm St O Nebraska
Wash. St. 9 Colorado
South Carolina » Georgia
Texas A&M © Va Tech

Ohio St
Nebraska
Colorado
Georgia
Virginia Tech

Ohio St
Nebraska
Colorado
Georgia
Virginia Tech

Ohio St.
Neoraeka
Colorado
Georgia
Virginia Tech

Ohio St.
Nebraska
Colorado
Georgia
Virginia Tech

Ohio SI
Nebraska
Washington St.
Georgia
Virginia Tech

Notre Dame @ Michiaan

Michiaan

Notre Dame

Michigan

Tennessee
Kansas City
St. Louis
rri ^-oetfli.,1

Tennessee
Kansas City
San Francisco
Philadelphia
San Diego

Tennessee
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Philadelphia
San Diego

Week #3

SWattri IJUI
Last week
Win percentage

College

Michi

Pro
Tennessee @ Indianapolis
Pittsburgh 0 Kansas City
San Francisco @ St. Louis
New England O PtvJa.
Denver @ San Diego

San Diego

Tennessee
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
New England
Denver

Tennessee
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
PhflatMpnia
Denver

International Week is Coming
September 20th - 28th
TASTEFUL TREASURES
ii», Bv
.„
(■C'Ofgl
U-Jfom* PanLl,
Jluvfiu*, loUani, JltuvpUU* S *tft!

Boyfriend coming into town? Need a product? I've got it!

WANTED:

Adult Toy. Lotiona. NoveltlM. Bodywear a Hanaual Aid.

sxamM

Call for hook * infonaallonltr!
ISorority. Ladlaa, Bridal and tadlea-niglit-our partlaa)
(540) 433-1001
MommaG7<o aol.com

Student Discounts

$4.99 a Foot

The Breeze is now liirinj an

4pm - Midnight

Online Editor
533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St -574-3178
798 E. Market St. 433-6200

Harrlsonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
DANIEL G. WITMER, M.D.
M. CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D.
HERBERT E. BING, M.D.
JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

C. LARRY WHITTEN, M.D.
LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D.
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D.
SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP

2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
(540)434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348
Fax (540)432-0518

Interested?
Send in a resume and a
cover letter to
Drew Wilson, Breeze editor,
by Sept. 12 at 4 p.m.

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433-1177
Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St.
Harrlsonburg. VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

THE BREEZE IS LOCATED IN THE
BASEMENT OE
ANTHONY SEEGER HAIL.

THURSDAY. SEPT.

11, 20031 THK BRKK/.E 115

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
Q'eat Apartment Opportunity Second 1oe* apartment lor first
floor re** a) Two Commons. Three
femeiee naee) favth roommate.
male or femeie Wove <n todeyl
Cheap. $2851 Call 434 2420424
or email e»N»man#vrnoo.com.

ADVERTISE YOUR
RENTAL PROPERTY

IN THE BMSSZSt
Low Prk-ev, Ureal Result*!
568-6127

"For Sale" ad Tor the
entire semester or

until your item sells
whichever come* first l!
Th* Mtt * $xd now through
Dec 5 and only epplmi io
advertising in the 'For Sale"
team Ads mint tc 20 words or
lem Offer apptirs to indrvxlual
linns only Retail Mora and
hiMnwaj do rw qu*lH"> la this
xprcul offer All ads arr wrexi to
R'rr/r approval
[tent mJas out on that |

FOR SALE
■yM
and n a i

NOTICE

Only $15 10 run your

•"eluding eound
nd exterior work.
ike. 442-9097.

Pentium MMX ■ 200 MHi. 32M
RAM. 8G hard dnve. 24X CDROM.
Windows 98. Office 97. HP Deskjet
520. 2 HP 26 cartridges. S200
o.b.o Call 612-2244 or email
ottrofarru*ynu.«fti.
1999 Matt* Prat—a • blue. 3
speed, power windows and doors.
48.500 miles, new tires. CO.
excellent condition. $6,500 Call
234*272.
1999 POfSdM 944 • 94K mMrs. 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli ti'es. beautrful car inekM and
out. $5,996. Cell M07404245.
1997 Red Monte Carto
condition. 94,300 miles, loaded,
new tires, $4,495. Call 83004*4

I deal!

568-6127
Ojewbe Drums from Qhene $31 .
$791 Gift & Thnft. 227 N. Main.
Cecker spaniel Puppies • AKC
registered, buff, red, spotted.
Shots and wormed. Cute. loveeWe
indoor and outdoor pets. $250
Call 23*8899
Item $sf Sate • Dreaeer, mirror,
hthboy. wardrobe, full boxsprlngs.
coffee table with 3 end lebiee. TV
cart, recllner. Must sell, prices
negotiable. Chns. 4388257.
Motorcycle 2000 Honda C8R900
excellent condition, yellow with
black trim, new tires. 9,000 miles.
negotiable. nno://cob.fmu.«fu/b<ka
Call 421-7243.
$991 Ferd Meatang IX •
hatchback, auto,
excellent
condition. 61.000 miles, cruise.
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, besutrfui car. $3,950 Can
2896420

Camp Horizons Trail Guides Experienced trail gudes needed 'or
eoum« program at Weal camp and
conference facility. Immediate
openings, interested candidates
please contact: MR Oept.. Camp
Horizons, 3586 Horizons Way,
Harrisonburg. VA 22802. Fai:
540896-5455. call 8987600 ext
101 or 102 or you may email:
maurardeViorizonBve.com. Camp
Horizons Is an EEO employer
HsaaWaMy Majara • part time work,
hotel sates. Flexible hours. Email
resume to no/»ae>n un.com.
8er»era Wanted • at downtown
teas Quick Lunrh Apply In person
Daytime help preferred.
Horses! '>" ring pflvlHhg99,
lessons In exchange for stable
work. Call 867 0255 or go to
nrtp ' l*d,t>ue"iltt*rm van.net/ or
email iadybughiilfarmOvaix.com.
Bartender Trelnees Needed •
$250 a day potential Local poaiuons
1*00293-3985. ext 218.
lam Up la 9909 Par Week assembling products at home. No
experience. Call for information.
l-98Sg46-17Q0. Pept. VA-4806

PAIDINTCRNSHIPS
FOR SIMMER 20M
(iakiHaadiOnBHStnrw
foperkntt at Ihe Samt Tin*
Building VourRnumrAiarasa 2003 Summer Kerning*
ortritsOM
Now inteni«eing on-campiu
»»• I u i I ion psinferiXOBl

For more infornuitori ami uutuncr
regarding the irrvcetjgauon of finencinf
taunts* toourtueiurs. contact (he
Betler BUM new Bureau, Inc

—__
™ - In aaubashad
bend currently playing shows Call
Dave, 703-SOO-8132.

l-mo-su-sMi
99$ Need Iitra Caen 999 • The
KLM Group, tac , a national avert
marketing firm, seeks energetic
and outgoing individuals for parttime promotions at James Madison
University home football and
basketball games and other school
events Flexible schedules to 'It
busy class and social calendars
Marketing, sales, or service
experience a plus Will train on
campus. Start immediately Call us
nowl 1-888-6911810 or email
ginnve^lmgvoup com.
■eerd Operator ■ No experience
necessary, part time. EOE. Apply at
WZXl/WMXH Radio, 130 University
Btvd . Suite 8. Harrisonburg.
o'a Plaza • the king of late
night pizza, la now hiring inside
staff Phone operators and pizza
makers. Part-time/nexjble schedule
available. Typical schedule will
include either a Friday or Saturday
(not both) plus 2 other days. Must
be willing to work until dosing
(3 a m. weekdays/4 a.m.
weekends) Traneportation to work
and back available. Apply In parson
at 425 N. Main Street or call
2710632.
A Baitag Breaker Needed - work
for Sunspiash Tours, travel free.
Hottest destinations end parties
Two free trips/high commissions
www. sunspreehtoutt. com
1-8004267710

Baaa Player Waate* ■ for rock
band with both musical and visual
Ideas. Can 540.298-7685.

SERVICES
■oereing and 9ele of Hereee • full
board. $125. Call 833-2311.

irnrr AIRLINI
IrlXCU TICKET!

II Spring Break Vacatktnal 110%
best prices' Mexico. Jamaica,
Bahamas. Florida. Texas. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals Cempus reps wanted!

16002347007

www rvioleassurnrneYtours.com
Iwww.studt'ntCKprcs&.com
ICill NOW: 1.800.787.3787
A -Reellty- Sprlne; Breek 2004
Only wrth Sunspiash Tours. Lowest
prices, free meals and parties. Two
free tnps lo* groups. 1600426-7710
www. sunsp'ssftrours.com

Sell Sprint Breek Trip* a I 55 I fl
and alt the protection American
Express Worldwide. Guaranteed
best buy One free trip for every 10
paid or cash sterling with first
booking. Make your Spring Breek
Exxtreme! Exiuwne Vacations. Inc.
1800336-2260

Baring Breek Rape Neeoed • to
promote campus trips. Earn cash
and 2 free trips! We train you.

NAL.

1600367-1252
Whiter and 9prtng Break • Ski and
beech trips on eale nowl Call
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www.Sunchase.com today

www. sptingbfeakdirecl.com

H
iWi.nMB^.n

U9A Spring Break • Cancun.
Bahamaa, Acapuico. Jamaica A
more. Don't be fooled! Go with
Quality and experience' 28 years ei
business. Largest student tour
operator (Divialon of USA Student
Travel). Cat Wi free: 16774606077.
Now also nmng cempue reps. Earn 2
free trips tor 15 travelers and $$.

jMnAMrin's'l
itmiml Urn OpumHr H
Immctm, Uupuk; Jmmmiiw,

•$250
cal positions
613

a day potei
1800 2931

Horseback Riding Lesaeae • for
anyone interested m intercollegiate
equeatnan team or lesson
program Oak Manor Farms, 540
214 8368
Did Mm km." (hat BQBJf
parents can get a
tuhscriplion to

The Breeze?
Maryland" Travel - BWI Airport During Fall Break, Thanksgiving and
Winter Breaks you can use
CoilegeTranslt for your travel
needs. Visit ue at coeecetrans4.com
to register today
Spring Bras* t004! Travel with
Beach Life Vacations! Americas
best student tour operator!
Jamaica, Caneun, Acapuico,
Bahamas. Florida Sat) tops, earn
cash, travel free! Hurry - book nowl
Can 1600-7396347.
*ww OeacniifevBcations.com

$40 (or third GBBM mail
or MO I'm first claw mall.
you can receive a full year of

The Breeze!
Call today in start your
Mihwription' Wc accept VISA
and MaMcr Card by phone or

£2£S

you rruj mail in vnur payment

1-800-648-4849
www.slstravel.com

Call 568-6127 loday!

Classified ads online ... coming soon!

www. thebreeze. org

Ashby

Buy a medium Domino j Philly Cheese Steak Piixa for Sjf
and get any second Medium pissa for just 5

mor

*'

Crossing
PET FRIENDLY
a.***"9 *OUr«og/

a/

* going to **

COME TO ASHBY
were you don't have to
sneak in pets!
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001

JMU West Campus
& South Main St.

433-2300

JMU CISAT &
Port Rd.

433-3111

Ask About Our Super-7 Menu!
cirge T-Toppmg: AAecf "i-Toppmg
Pizza
Pizza 4
$7,001
C'mnistlx

$7.001
BJBI
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The Power
of

0 means you call anywhere free.
0 means minutes are dead.
£ means you get the same bill every month.
Q so, when you see free on your phone, you call free.
# Sound like an idea that'll fly?

•""■SB:UnPlan
THERE'S NO BETTER PUN NONE. STOP IN OR CAll , 877CALL SUN

AW Wireless

wecetit SunConr
tM>«NUIMMWMn

SUNCOM STORE LOCATORS

STORE HOURS: M-FVA-7P

WHKEND HOORS: SAT 10A-4P

HARRISONBURG
Marketplace Shoppes
1866 Eal! Market Si. Suite B
(scroll from valley Mall near
Bookl-A-Million)
S40-246-8440

STAUNTON
Colonial Mall
(by JCPennty)

Shenandoah Plaza
1408 Greenville Ave
(acrois from Colonial Mall)
540-255-8J80

1331 Greenville Ave

EKIUUV.

Autho.u.d t

'>

S408864054

(M-Sal lo»-o.p, Sun 12:30-5:30?!

Frta Overnight Delrnry

SaUs M4-35J-0004 (toll fna.)
■ •fAalmhiMiHR
l< I •• • f •* 14) IfMdt n, aiiMn.

p* of yw -.-.I.,

n

<M «*i tt* UnCoo NMavW V. <o- -rv.

You've Missed...

I*.**
The Bliustonc
rwi. 1 m.m

inner campus buses
I—j_p opportunties to go to UREC
8 am classes

chances to talk to the hottie you met last
weekend
But don't miss that U chance to get your yearbook picture taken!
September 15-19
September 22-26
September 29- October 3
Mon. 1p.m.-5p.m.

Taylor 400
Taylor 402
Taylor 402
Tues.-Fri. 9a.m. - 5p.m.

$5 sitting fee, but yearbooks are free!
Seniors: Forgot to return the card you received over the
summer? You can still get your picture taken!
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
or e-mail <jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com>

Leave Your Mark

